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Kurzfassung 

Der Grüne Deal der Europäischen Union sucht Wege für unterschiedliche und 

untereinander verknüpfte Energiesysteme. Elektrischer Strom wird als die wichtigste 

Form von Energie der Zukunft gesehen und dessen Verfügbarkeit muss daher immer 

gegeben sein. Ein nachhaltiges und menschen-freundliches Klima basiert auf der 

Verringerung von Emissionen (im Speziellen von Kohlendioxid, CO2). Es ist allgemein 

bekannt und weitgehend akzeptiert, dass Erneuerbare Energien und Energie-Effizienz-

Verbesserungen beide Wünsche unterstützen können. Deshalb ist der Zweck dieser 

Arbeit beide Aspekte zu verbinden und zu evaluieren wie bestehende Open-Source 

Energie-System-Design (ESD)-Tools herangezogen werden können um den 

Energiebedarf von Industrieparks und Städten optimal zu planen. 

Open-Source ESD-Tools werden immer besser, können in echten Anwendungen 

außerhalb von Forschung verwendet werden und müssen sich vielfach nicht mehr hinter 

kommerziellen Alternativen verstecken. 

Die Bewertung von verschiedenen Europäischen Staaten in Bezug auf deren 

Erneuerbaren Energien (mit Fokus auf Solar PV und Wind) Potenzial zeigen, dass die 

Qualität dieser Erneuerbaren weniger Einfluss auf die optimale Ausbauplanung haben als 

die vorgegebenen energiepolitischen Rahmenbedingungen. 

Ein tiefgreifender Ausbau an variablen Erneuerbaren Energien zeigt die solide 

Möglichkeit CO2-Emissionen zu reduzieren und schafft es ohne Berücksichtigung 

gewaltiger Mengen an Energiespeichertechnologien nicht konventionelle Kraftwerke 

komplett zu ersetzen, ohne dabei die Versorgungssicherheit zu gefährden. 

Zahlreiche Open-Source Frameworks sind verfügbar, um es Forschern zu erlauben sich 

auf die tatsächliche Forschungsfrage zu fokussieren und sich nicht mit der 

Programmierung von ESD-Tools herumzuschlagen. Innerhalb dieses Projektes wurden 

die Open-Source-Pakete Time Series Aggregation Module (tsam) und Framework for 

Integrated Energy System Assessment (FINE) intensiv genutzt. Innerhalb dieser Arbeit 
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wurde tsam um eigene Methoden zur Zeitreihen-Gruppierung erweitert. Außerdem wurde 

FINE durch einen Nachverarbeitungsschritt erweitert, um die Verfügbarkeit des 

Energiesystems zu berücksichtigen. Zusätzlich wurden TESpy und aristopy verwendet 

um thermische Systeme wie z.B. Wärmepumpen und Solarthermie-Systeme exakter 

abbilden zu können. 
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Abstract 

The European Union’s Green Deal asks for a diverse and more interconnected energy 

system. Electric power will be the most important type of energy in the future and 

therefore needs to be available at any time. A sustainable and human-friendly climate 

requires decreasing emissions (especially of carbon dioxide, CO2). As well-known and 

widely accepted, only the use of renewable energy sources and energy efficiency 

improvement can support both desires. Therefore, this thesis aims to combine both 

aspects and examines how existing open-source energy system design (ESD) tools can be 

used to plan the energy delivery for industrial parks and cities in an optimal way. 

Open-source ESD tools are mature enough to be used in real-world applications and do 

not have to hide behind commercial applications anymore. 

The assessment of different European countries regarding the quality of their variable 

renewable energy (with a focus on Solar PV and Wind) showed that the quality of 

renewables is less important than the overall energy policy to follow. 

Intensive expansion of variable renewables energy shows massive possibilities to reduce 

CO2 emissions but clearly fails to result in significant conventional power generation 

replacement from a security of supply perspective without the introduction of massive 

energy storage technologies. 

Many open-source frameworks are available to help researchers to focus on their research 

question instead of writing a new ESD tool. Within this project, the open-source 

packages Time Series Aggregation Module (tsam) and Framework for Integrated Energy 

System Assessment (FINE) have been used intensively. Within this study tsam has been 

expanded with own time series clustering methods. FINE was enhancements through a 

post-processing algorithm to assess the reliability of energy systems. Additionally, 

TESpy and aristopy have been used to assess thermal systems such as heat pump and 

solar thermal systems. 
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1 Introduction 1 

The European Union’s (EU) Green Deal is one of the six priorities of the European 

Commission between 2019 and 2024 [2]. This Green Deal aims to lead the EU into a 

sustainable and net-zero greenhouse gas emission society by the latest 2050. Figure 1 

shows how the Green Deal aims to change the European energy landscape from a 

predominantly linear and non-sustainable into a sustainable, fully integrated, and circular 

ecosystem. The most important principles are to electrify all end-use sectors as much as 

they can be electrified and using clean biofuels or e-fuels for the sectors that cannot be 

electrified economically or at all (such as heavy industry and long-distance 

transportation). On top of this, energy efficiency and sufficiency are two other very 

critical components of a sustainable future. 

 
Figure 1: Aim of the European Green Deal [2] 

Industrial energy demand makes about 1/3 of the total primary energy consumption 

within the European Union [3]. Most of this energy demand is used in continuous (all 

year long) process applications (mainly heating). Therefore, it provides a unique 

opportunity to be linked with cities, municipalities, or other energy-demanding sectors 

such as healthcare to fulfill their heat (or cold) requirements. Historically, (1st generation) 

 
1 Parts of this chapter has been taken out of Groissböck (2021) [1] 
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district heating systems were operating with steam (~200°C, >15 bar) as heat transfer 

media (see Figure 2) [4]. Since the 1930th, pressurized hot water (~100°C) has become 

the dominant heat transfer media for district heating systems. The latest development (4th 

generation) aims to use water temperature even below 50°C (known as ultra-low 

temperature district heat) and aims to utilize all kinds of energy sources. Examples of 

alternative energy sources are geothermal sources, low and high-temperature heat pumps, 

data center exhaust air, and excess heat from industrial processes. 

 
Figure 2: Generations of district heating/cooling systems [4] 

Scholars such as Buffa et al. (2019) discuss the definition of the 5th generation of 

district heating and cooling (DHC) in detail. DHC aims to operate at temperature levels 

of about 5-35°C and considers concepts such as single and double-stage heat pumps to 

increase the DHC water temperature to desired temperature levels at the customer site 

[5]. 

1.1 Motivation 

The vision of the EU and its Member States could and should be an aspiration for 

municipalities, districts, and industrial parks. Such interconnected systems have to deal 

with multiple energy carriers while today’s state-of-the-art planning is still based on 
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individual energy carriers as some organizations plan for power and others plan for 

heating. Some organizations plan for power generation, others plan for its transmission, 

and others for its distribution. Recently, multi-modal energy system design (ESD) has 

gained increased interest from science as well as from public and private organizations to 

enable integrated planning of different energy carriers [6]. Linking different energy-

producing and consuming organizations within municipality boundaries needs more 

integrated planning of all energy carriers necessary and available. 

The energy hub concept offers this linkage of multiple energy carriers. It supports 

increasing energy efficiency as well as decreasing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 

simultaneously. An energy hub is based on the interconnector concept where heating, 

natural gas (in future renewable biogas and/or gas from power-to-gas processes), and 

electricity are distributed within one physical multi-energy pipeline [7]. Each energy hub 

can use multiple energy carriers depending on its individual demand profiles, economics, 

and security of supply considerations, as shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3: Exemplary and simple energy hub [7] 

The sample energy hub contains typical elements: electrical transformer, gas engine 

or turbine, heat exchanger, battery storage, hot water storage, and absorption chiller [8]. 

Energy hubs could be extended by considering additional input streams (e.g., water, 

hydrogen, and carbon dioxide - CO2) as well as additional output streams representing 

‘power-to-X’ options (e.g., synthetic methane, methanol, and ammonia). From a 

mathematical modeling perspective, energy hubs are units (locations) where multiple 

forms of energy can be either converted (e.g., wood chips to heat), conditioned (e.g., 

electricity use in appliances), or stored (e.g., battery storage) for later use. All this 

transformation and processing comes with conversion and storage losses. It creates a 

place where all available and possible future energy carriers can have interactions to 

minimize the overall system cost. 

While an energy hub has some inputs (such as electricity, natural gas, and district 

heating), it has to fulfill the energy demand within the energy hub (such as power 

demand, heating or cooling loads, compressed air demand, or steam requirements). 

It also can be used to forward any or all of the energy carriers to its neighbor energy 

hubs through different kinds of transportation (such as power lines, natural gas, 

district heating pipelines, or trucking). Within the energy hub, energy conditioning 

can happen through, e.g., combined heat and power technologies, compressors, or 

heat exchangers. 
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The energy hub concept can be used for single customers and industrial complexes. 

Industrial parks could be implemented as an energy hub as well, where demand from 

several commercial buildings, attached district heating/cooling networks, offices, and 

industrial demand is combined in one energy hub. To reflect multiple locations 

accordingly, the consideration of electricity transmission and distribution (active and 

reactive power) as well as water and gas pipelines (mass flow and pressure) is necessary 

[9]. 

The aspect of different temperature levels of heat (such as low/high-temperature 

heat or cold energy) has not been intensively considered in multi-energy systems (coupled 

electricity and heat management). Therefore, this project aims to provide a collection of 

tools allowing an improved linkage of multiple temperature levels of heat/cold as well as 

assessing the impact of ambient conditions on considered energy conversion 

technologies. Adding these technical details will allow the framework to be used in real-

world applications to conduct pre-feasibility studies of superstructure problems for 

industrial parks linking energy-intensive customers with offices or municipalities’ energy 

requirements. 

The fact that variable renewable energy sources (RES) have seen significant cost 

reductions in recent years (especially for Solar photovoltaic (PV) and Wind) [8], ESD 

tools are forced to assess more interconnected systems with multiple energy carriers and 

energy conditions. Therefore, the study seeks to answer the research questions listed in 

Table 1. 

Table 1: Link research questions with thesis chapters 

Chapter Research question 

3 How mature are open-source energy system design tools compared with 

commercial alternatives? 

4 How much impact has the quality of renewables on the decision for an optimal 

renewable expansion path? 

5 How many conventional generators are still required for a reliable energy system 

with very high shares of renewables? 

6 How to combine existing open-source tools for a thoughtful integration of 

industrial processes into a local energy system? 

7 How to incorporate security of supply in ESD assessments? 

8 How sensitive are key input parameters within an ESD assessment? 

1.2 Publications 

Table 2 lists all peer-reviewed publications, while Table 3 lists the presentations at 

conferences during the course of this study. Paper P1 defined 81 features and assessed 31 

mostly open-source tools regarding their maturity. Paper P2 assessed the importance of 

renewable profiles for six selected European countries in terms of the impact on an 

optimal expansion plan. Paper P3 evaluated the renewable profiles of the same six 

European countries and the impact on the overall security of supply while considering 

different sizes of energy systems (e.g., industrial parks, cities, regions, countries). Paper 

P4 assessed recently shared open-source models with a focus on urban areas (including 

industrial parks) for their fit towards a new model capable to cover the entire project 
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extent from project start (having no data) until the end of the project (having all data, 

optimization results, visualization). The first conference (C1) represented an initial step 

in producing paper P3, and the second conference (C2) served as the basis for P4. 

Table 2: List of peer-reviewed publications 

 Reference 

Open 

Access 

P1 Groissböck M. (2019) Are open-source energy system optimization tools 

mature enough for serious use? Renewable and Sustainable Energy 

Reviews, 102, 234-248, DOI: 10.1016/j.rser.2018.11.020. 

No 

P2 Groissböck M. (2020) Impact of spatial renewable resource quality on 

optimum renewable expansion, Renewable Energy, 160, 1396-1407, DOI: 

10.1016/j.renene.2020.07.041. 

Yes 

P3 Groissböck M. & Gusmão A. (2020) Impact of renewable resource quality 

on security of supply with high shares of renewable energies, Applied 

Energy, 277, 115567, DOI: 10.1016/j.apenergy.2020.115567. 

Yes 

P4 Groissböck M. (2021) Energy hub optimization framework based on 

open-source software & data - review of frameworks and a concept for 

districts & industrial parks, International Journal of Sustainable Energy 

Planning and Management, 31, 109-120, DOI: 10.5278/ijsepm.6432. 

Yes 

Table 3: List of conference presentations 

 Reference 

C1 Groissböck M. & Gusmão A. (2019, April 12) Reliability constrained generation 

expansion planning: Case study for different system sizes and characteristic 

renewable profiles, ENERDAY 2019, Dresden, Germany. 

C2 Groissböck M. (2020, October 6-7) Energy hub optimization framework based on 

open-source: review of frameworks and concept for districts & industrial complexes, 

Smart-Energy-Systems 2020, Aalborg, Denmark. 

1.3 Thesis structure 

The remainder of this thesis is structured as followed: 

Chapter 2 starts with a literature review related to energy hubs, energy system 

design (ESD), and open-source movements within ESD. 

Chapter 3 to Chapter 6 summarize the published papers and focuses on the basic 

principles and the main findings of the published and accepted papers. A detailed 

methodology description and more background information are available in the individual 

paper. 

Chapter 3 gives an overview of available open-source ESD models and how to 

assess them for unbiased selection and usage. Comparing the 31 selected open-source 

tools with several commercial closed-source tools based on 81 features, it can be seen 

that open-source tools are getting closer to the functionality of closed-source tools. Within 

an operational focus pyPSA even takes over the commercial closed source tools. 

Chapter 4 provides an overview of the importance of renewable energy sources 

related to generation expansion planning towards full decarbonization for local and 
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industrial energy systems. Based on the analyzed renewable profiles it can be argued that 

the impact of RES quality is minor and is more dictated by the overarching objective 

function (e.g., economics, target residential contribution, maximize excess electricity). 

Chapter 5 assesses the impact of renewable energy source expansion planning on 

the system security of supply for different sizes of energy systems with a particular focus 

on small energy systems potentially representing industrial customers. A too high 

assumption on reserve margin would increase the required conventional generation 

capacity unnecessarily. Using loss of load hours (LOLH) as the single metric for power 

system planning, the expected energy not served (EENS) will increase with growing 

renewable capacity installed. On the other side, a stringent and constant assumption of 

EENS would be too constraining for power system planning. 

Chapter 6 sketches a proposal of how a holistic energy system framework could 

look based on available open-source packages and snippets allowing joined assessment 

of industrial and local energy systems. The proposed open-source framework is based on 

the principle of maximizing the reuse of existing data, software snippets, and packages. 

Added features include a scenery model to incorporate shadowing and elevation effects 

on conventional power generation technologies. By doing so, the utilization of limited 

resources could be improved significantly. 

Chapter 7 summarizes an updated ESD model assessment and shows some 

modeling enhancements where some of them are based on combining different Python 

packages while others are based on my programming efforts. Individual extensions 

include the economy of scale for cost and performance as required. Also, additional 

clustering techniques have been added. The most significant enhancement has been the 

incorporation of a system reliability assessment by using LOLH and the capacity outage 

probability table (COPT). Combined with the possibility of limiting the largest unit size 

to be added, also short-term impact such as inertia can be considered in a simple and 

preliminary way to ensure a reliable power system even with high shares of renewable 

energy. 

Chapter 8 shows an assessment of the importance of individual parameters within 

ESD modeling projects. The single most important parameters for expensive technologies 

are financing cost, investment cost, and technology lifetime. For low-cost technologies, 

the most important parameters are utilization, investment cost, energy conversion rates, 

and variable operating and maintenance cost. 

Finally, Chapter 9 provides the key findings and draws conclusions derived from 

results shown and discussed in the previous chapters. 
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2 Literature review 2 

This chapter is divided into three parts: part one describes the energy hub in more detail, 

part two describes today’s move towards more open research, and part three describes the 

complex discipline of ESD. 

With the movement to more interconnected energy systems, the complexity of the 

energy systems is rising and, therefore, the need for cooperation [10]. This broader call 

for cooperation comes hand in hand with the call for sharing assumptions and results, 

especially from publicly funded projects, to increase transparency in money use, research 

methods, and research outcomes. This is one of the reasons why open-source energy 

system modeling is gaining momentum. Traditionally energy planning started with 

planning for power, oil, and gas infrastructure. Planning for power system infrastructure 

was done with reference cases where expected maximum and minimum demand as well 

as expected maximum and minimum contribution of variable renewable power generation 

was predicted. 

With the development of increasingly powerful computers, the process industry 

started optimizing their energy landscape with powerful optimization models. This also 

marked the start of operations research within the energy sector. The first optimization 

models used hourly or sub-hourly demand profiles and implemented the power flow (PF) 

in a linearized direct current (DC) version. As such, megawatt (MW) and megawatt-hours 

(MWh) were the units of choice for modeling. Such simplifications have been considered 

for other parts of the energy system. 

2.1 Energy hubs 

Since the first publication in 2004, different departments at the ETH Zurich (German 

abbreviation for Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule) have adjusted and improved the 

energy hub concept. The 'Group for Sustainability and Technology' studies how to ideally 

add the energy hub concept into existing energy markets and how to increase locally 

produced energy [10]. Considerable efforts in understanding the setup and impact of 

energy hubs within buildings and within the district level have been accomplished. The 

'Energy Science Center' examines questions around minimizing greenhouse gas 

emissions, including the use of the energy hub concept at the neighborhood scale [11]. 

 
2 This chapter has been taken out of Groissböck (2021) [9] 
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They consider details such as how to deal with load variability and the impact on system 

stability and aim to reduce the daily load imbalances within the energy hub. Also, social 

barriers and suggestions on how to overcome them were considered. The 'Separation 

Processes Laboratory' combines the possibilities of energy storage and demand-side 

management to increase energy efficiency through onsite co- and tri-generation (CHP, 

CCHP). The focus of this lab is to include detailed thermodynamics from a building’s 

perspective. The 'Research Center for Energy Networks' has created software packages 

(middleware) to ideally schedule and manage existing equipment within technical 

limitations considering personal behavior and personal settings. The focus of this research 

group is on the communication of advanced measurement devices, and central and 

decentralized communication systems based on adequate software protocols. The overall 

goal is to optimize current equipment operation to minimize carbon emissions and 

maximize energy efficiency [12]. The overall target of ETH Zurich is to increase social 

acceptance. Currently, none of their referenced work is considering industrial loads with 

different temperature requirements of heat, cold, or steam. 

EU-funded projects such as EFENIS (Efficient Energy Integrated Solutions for 

Manufacturing Industries) [13], EINSTEIN (Expert-system for an INtelligent Supply of 

Thermal Energy in INdustry and other large-scale applications) [14], ENEPLAN (ENergy 

Efficient Process pLAnning system) [15], EnRiMa (Energy Efficiency and Risk 

Management in Public Buildings) [16], and EPICHUB (Energy Positive Neighbourhoods 

Infrastructure Middleware based on Energy-Hub Concept) [17] worked on integrated 

software solutions to prove the overall concept within case studies to highlight the 

benefits of the superstructure in different sizes of industry. Nevertheless, none of them 

added the necessary non-linear technical constraints to mimic hourly or sub-hourly 

technical behavior. 

Lately, several universities have been attracted by the energy hub concept. The 

Technical University (TU) Munich introduced an open-source optimization framework 

based on Python and Pyomo and is, therefore, able to use different solvers [18]. For 

performance reasons, the framework allows users to turn off features such as minimum 

required new capacity to build, simultaneous charge and discharge of storage, and part-

load behavior to minimize computational requirements. While part-load behavior is able 

to be represented from an energy input and energy output perspective, the impact of 

ambient conditions on efficiency and power output has been ignored. The RWTH 

(German abbreviation of Rheinisch-Westfälische Technische Hochschule) Aachen works 

in decentralized energy supply systems (DESS) optimization [19] [20]. Retrofits and 

green field projects can be assessed with their approach. Robust optimization was chosen 

to ensure security of energy supply within the DESS. All technical system constraints are 

given in linear form. District heating, water supply, liquid fuel supply, and non-linear 

technical constraints have not been considered. The TU Vienna also focused on district 

heating systems (DHS) [21] [22]. 

Talebi et al. (2016) discussed possible modeling approaches based on hydraulic and 

thermal equilibrium, which are used within DHS simulation and optimization [23]. 

Lambert et al. (2016) created a framework for decision-makers to help them answer the 

questions “if” and “when” a DHS shall be expanded [24]. Dorfner (2016) incorporated 

other details such as building stock information [25], while Fritz (2016) added gas 

network considerations [22]. Bothe (2016) added hydraulic and thermodynamics 
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considerations into this framework [21]. While thermodynamic and hydraulic details of 

DHS have been incorporated, no interaction between different conversion and storage 

technologies have been considered. Also, only some load steps a year have been used in 

their optimization framework. A small number of considered timesteps is not appropriate 

for reflecting the variability of Solar PV and Wind. 

All previously mentioned optimization concepts use a mixed-integer linear 

programming (MILP) approach for solving their optimization problems. Zhou et al. 

(2017) handle the optimization within a mixed-integer quadratic programming (MIQP) 

formulation to assess co-expansion and operation optimization planning of electricity and 

gas [26]. Reliability is considered for each energy type (electricity, cooling, and heating 

load) via a simple value of lost load (VOLL). While the use of MIQP can eliminate the 

risk of diverging and sub-optimality, the solution process is much slower. In this case, it 

relies on processing a predefined link for technologies and is, therefore, not able to be 

used in green field projects, in which the most economic configuration and setup is not 

known. In addition, operational aspects of the natural gas system, such as compressor 

operation, are not considered. 

Today, the energy hub concept is focusing on piped energy as district heat, gas, and 

electricity, while non-energy carriers (e.g., water) and non-pipeline energy supply is not 

considered. Storage is considered for final energy sources but not for primary sources. 

Within energy hubs, the daily demand patterns are optimized. However, none of the 

available publications incorporated correction functions for adjustment based on ambient 

conditions and part-load. More flexible tools capable of considering improved 

thermodynamics, hydraulics, or correction curves (e.g., impact on efficiency and power 

output on generation technologies) are required to answer questions around Net Zero 

Energy (NZE) and the use of high quantities of RES [27]. Part-load considerations might 

gain importance as the share of RES increases within the electricity transmission and 

distribution system resulting in more spinning reserve and up and down ramping 

flexibility. 

2.2 Energy system modeling 

Bruckner (1997) focused on overall energy efficiency improvements through the optimal 

configuration of available energy technologies [28]. Biberacher (2004) concentrated on 

the implementation of geographical information systems (GIS) into the optimization 

model to optimize long-term energy fulfillment on a national scale [29]. Both did not 

include a detailed energy model assessment in their work. Geidl (2007) focused purely 

on the modeling aspect of energy hubs, as his work was the first of its kind considering 

multiple forms of energy jointly within one expansion planning and operation application 

[30]. 

Connolly et al. (2010) listed 68 tools and investigated 37 out of them to validate if 

they can be used for renewable energy integration assessments [31]. While there were no 

typical applications identified, a screening for the use of the individual tools was 

examined. The ‘ideal’ tool depends on the final use case: e.g., building or energy system 

analysis, energy-sectors, technologies, and time parameters the tool is able to deal with. 

Nevertheless, the paper claims to provide ‘the information necessary to direct the 
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decision-maker towards a suitable energy tool for an analysis that must be completed’ 

[31:1059]. 

Mendes et al. (2011) focused on energy modeling assessments with a special 

interest in communities and districts [32]. The analysis was based on a survey of available 

bottom-up energy models for optimal planning of integrated community energy systems 

(including HOMER, DER-CAM, EAM, MARKAL/TIMES, RETScreen, and R2RES). 

After describing and examining these tools, a SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities, and threats) analysis was conducted. A detailed overview of approaches on 

how to optimize problems in energy distribution networks (such as simulated annealing, 

genetic algorithms, tabu search, and particle swarm optimization) was also presented. The 

overall finding was that DER-CAM is an appropriate energy model for optimized energy 

provisioning for communities. 

Mancarella (2014) provided a detailed overview of existing concepts and evaluation 

models within the multi-energy system (MES) community [33]. Based on this work, MES 

aims to increase the final energy conversion by optimizing the split into centralized and 

decentralized energy conversion technologies. As such the overall energy system 

flexibility is increase. MES is characterized by its spatial, multi-service, multi-energy, 

and network perspective. It is an ideal concept for integrating different energy sectors 

(nowadays known as ‘sector coupling’ or ‘integrated energy systems’), which 

traditionally have been treated in isolation. A brief discussion of the features of MES tools 

also considered a small number of tools. The study aimed to show the state-of-the-art of 

MES concepts and models but did not conduct a detailed assessment. 

Dorfner (2017) provided a very brief overview of optimization tools based on an 

assessment conducted by Keirstead et al. (2012) [25] [34]. The only tools discussed are 

MARKAL, TIMES, and MESSAGE, as the study’s objective was to provide open-source 

tools (via the source code sharing platform github.com) to support the idea of 

maintainability of models, reproducibility of case studies, and co-optimization of heat and 

electricity carriers. Keirstead et al. (2012) reviewed 219 papers and identified five key 

areas of practice: ‘technology design, building design, urban climate, systems design, and 

policy assessment’ [34:3847]. A great future for urban energy system modeling is 

predicted if the challenges of model complexity and data uncertainty can be resolved. 

Thiem (2017) looked briefly into existing tools such as Balmorel, DER-CAM, 

EnergyPLAN, energyPRO, HOMER, MARKAL&TIMES, MGEOS, RETScreen, TOP-

Energy, TRNSYS, and urbs [5]. After a brief discussion of these tools, the focus of the 

remaining literature review focused on six groups of applications (see Table 4). The 

groups have been created based on existing energy model reviews and the scope of 

optimization tools (such as spatial dimension, covered model details, and type of 

optimization problem) but no detailed screen analysis have been done. The focus of his 

research lies within group 5 to design multi-modal energy systems under consideration 

of part-load efficiencies. 
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Table 4: Classification of previous research [5] 

 Description Type optimization 

problem 

1 Large-scale grid studies relying on simplified models 

LP 

 

2 Simple tools for quick assessments of small-scale energy 

systems 

 

3 City district ESD studies with simplified models 

MILP 4 On-site energy system studies with additional features  

5 Mixed-integer linear programming with part-load efficiencies  

6 Mixed-integer nonlinear programming with complex models  MINLP 
Abbreviations: LP – Linear Programming; MILP – Mixed-Integer LP; MINLP – Mixed-Integer Nonlinear LP. 

Paletto et al. (2019) integrated life cycle assessment (LCA) components into the 

discussion which allows adding factors that are not economically per se in a first instance 

[35]. This can be, e.g., plant emissions such as CO2, CO, NOx, SOx, and PM10 

(particulate matter with size  10 micrometers). Also, materials needed to build the plants 

can be added in such an approach allowing to consider, e.g., concrete, sand or working 

hours. 

Prina et al. (2019) provided a novel classification schemes for bottom-up energy 

system modeling tools [36]. They identified two main categories and challenges: 

resolution and transparency. Hereby, resolution is further divided into time resolution, 

space resolution, techno-economic detail, and details around sector coupling. In addition, 

their proposed matrix of low, medium, and high level of resolution shows that no tool has 

been benchmarked as ‘high’ in any category. The closest to reach this is the open-source 

optimization tool pyPSA, followed by the commercial tool PLEXOS. The only category 

where pyPSA has received a rating of ‘medium’ is within the category ‘sector coupling’. 

It is not transparent why optimization tools such as oemof, Calliope, and ficus have been 

rated ‘high’ in this category. As to the best knowledge of the author, the tools have very 

similar or almost the same capabilities in this regard. Another top-ranked tool is the LUT 

model, which unfortunately is not available for the public. The simulation tool 

EnergyPLAN is also mentioned in this paper. It is a freeware but not open source. 

Therefore, only freely available and open-source models such as pyPSA, oemof, Calliope, 

and ficus have been considered in this work going forward. 

Ridha et al. (2020) assessed surveys collected during the MODEX (Model 

Experiments) project in which the Forschungszentrum Jülich (FZ Jülich) asked modelers 

to provide their views on a questionnaire [37]. The survey data was analyzed based on 

the criteria of mathematical complexity (e.g., LP, MILP, MINLP, stochastic), temporal 

complexity (e.g., temporal resolution and horizon of planning), spatial complexity (e.g., 

geographical resolution and horizon), and system complexity (e.g., modeled scope). The 

focus of their work was to assess how complexity can be reduced through clustering, the 

use of less techno-economic details, or the use of less information about the individual 

sectors. Therefore, the common practice is that energy system modeling tools focus on 

their area of interest and ignore other aspects to decrease the complexity of the overall 

problem to a level on which available optimization solvers can deliver results in a 

reasonable time. 

A joined activity between FZ Jülich and RWTH Aachen led to an open-source 

energy system model called Framework for Integrated Energy System Assessment 
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(FINE) [38] [39]3. It focuses on TSA and how it impacts long-term planning until 2050 

for Germany. The TSA was done with the Python package tsam [40] [41]. 

Up to now, most of the available open-source energy system models are based on 

LP or MILP formulations. A very interesting development here is the first release of 

aristopy, an open-source model which can solve even MINLP problems [42] [43]. The 

developers aimed for easy extendibility. Therefore, enhancements within the problem 

setup can be realized without advanced Python programming skills. Another new 

development is the open-source model Open Platform for Energy Networks (OPEN), 

which allows a non-linear optimization and simulation of smart local energy systems 

focusing on renewable energy and electric vehicle fast-charging applications [44]. 

2.3 Open source 

Open source has a long history within information technology, in which several leading 

software packages have been made available to the public (e.g., Apache - web server, 

Netscape - browser, MySQL - database, Linux - operating system) [45]. Unfortunately, 

in research and development (R&D) as well as in some companies, there are serious 

ethical, security, and commercial concerns that open source is a threat [46]. The fear 

relates to unwanted exposure from, e.g., flawed source code, data, or analysis. Another 

assumption is that time-consuming activities (such as programming, verifying results, or 

writing documentation) are competitive advantages. Perhaps it is only natural that 

sometimes the institutional and personal inertia stops organizations and people from 

following open-source principles. But what are some of these open-source principles?  

First, adding transparency to the source code and allowing peer review increases the 

quality of the software package, which then can also be used by other organizations 

instead of writing the same piece of functionality again. A peer-review process can also 

lead to increased collaboration. With a focus on R&D, this implies that sharing data, 

models, and results increases productivity through burden-sharing. As a result, the focus 

can be set on doing something new and helpful for society instead of repeating necessary, 

important but sometimes monotonic tasks. Of importance within the R&D community is 

that only results, which are seen and challenged from other parts of the community, are 

useful to R&D and the overall society. Everything else can be considered self-adulation. 

An ethical argument is that if R&D is funded by public money, the results should be 

publicly available as well. Open access to data, source code, energy system models, and 

results are crucial for a balanced social and political debate. On top of this, R&D has to 

support society and governments to model for insights guiding policymakers instead of 

raising the numbers of publications [47]. 

Fostering open source to get more transparency and repeatability of analysis was 

written by DeCarolis et al. (2012) [48]. One of the main findings was that a thorough 

review of results and conclusions is currently impossible. A multi-national research team 

around Howells, in which DeCarolis was part of, developed the first open-source energy 

modeling tool, OSeMOSYS (Open Source Energy Modeling System) [49]. One of the 

key features of OSeMOSYS’s implementation is the mathematical formulation in plain 

English, meaning that the mathematical formulation is the documentation as well. The 

 
3 The use of two references next to Python packages refers to a publication and the according source code. 
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formulation has less than five pages of documentation and an easily accessible code. A 

research team around DeCarolis started the development of another open-source energy 

modeling tool, Temoa (Tools for Energy Model Optimization and Analysis) [50]. The 

design of this tool aims for more tractable uncertainty analysis and utilization of multi-

core high-performance computing to perform rigorous uncertainty investigation. 

Pfenninger et al. (2017) highlighted that energy models and data are an important part of 

energy policy assessments [51]. They also found that opening up R&D, including models 

and data, would show immense benefits for all participating parties inside and outside of 

R&D. Hülk et al. (2018) represent one of the latest open-source energy modeling 

approaches: oemof (Open Energy Modeling Framework - A modular open-source 

framework to model energy supply systems) [52]. This initiative aims to provide flexible 

and generic components to model cross-sectoral (e.g., heat, power, or mobility) and multi-

regional open, modular, and transparent models allowing everyone to contribute. 

Publications stemming from this initiative became the steppingstone for an overall open 

R&D community, in which raw data, model formulation, energy model choice, raw 

results, interpretation, and dissemination are shared transparently with interested people. 

Figure 4 shows how an overall open-source energy system modeling project might 

be divided into several distinct process steps in which individual R&D communities and 

projects contribute to one or several of these process steps. An often-ignored step is the 

numerical solver, as the R&D community assumes access to commercial solvers; some 

of them are free or very affordable for academics. 

 
Figure 4: Distinct steps within the open-source discussion [68] 

Table 5 shows some of the exemplary open-source related initiatives, which have 

been launched several years ago and in which process steps they are active. The table 

shows five of the numerous evolving initiatives and platforms and compares them with 

the overall aim of this work. The grey cells indicate an area in which the individual 

initiative and platform is active. While some of them cover a wide range of the process, 

others are focused on one of the required process steps. The suggested framework aims 

to support the entire process with limited efforts by developers using existing software 

and data. 

Open and transparent R&D should be incentivized. Closer cooperation between 

national and international R&D bodies is necessary to reduce parallel efforts and 

duplication of work. Therefore, a very important step for implementation of open R&D 

has been initiated in July 2019: The Open Data Directive (EU) 2019/1024 of the European 

Parliament and of the Council of 20 June 2019 on open data and the re-use of public sector 

information [58]. This directive has to be implemented in all Member States until July 

2021. 
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Table 5: Examples of open-source initiatives [68] 
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Open Energy Modeling 

Initiative [53] 
       

Energy Modeling Platform 

Europe [54] 
       

Open Power System Data 

[55] 
       

Computational 

Infrastructure for 

Operations Research [56] 

       

Open Street Map [57]        

Suggested framework – 

link to existing work API Python Pyomo NEOS   

OA 

journals, 

arXiv, … 
Abbreviations: API - application programming interface; NEOS - Network-Enabled Optimization System. 

A final remark related to open source is that licensing plays a part that must not be 

underestimated as it defines what the user can do with the shared source code, data, or 

models. Morrison (2018) provides a very detailed overview of available licenses used in 

the space of open source and open data [59]. The use of one of the licenses from the GPL 

family results in the highest copyleft, while ISC, MIT, BSD, and Apache-based licenses 

are very permissive, granting the user a wide range of activities, including the use of the 

code and/or data in their commercial products. 

Open-source modeling, data, and publication is gaining momentum. Therefore, it is 

critical to have a comprehensive understanding of the licensing options. Figure 5 supports 

the decision making about which license to use for different aims such as sharing data, 

sharing software, or sharing presentations/reports [60]. The MIT license provides the 

most flexibility for developers as they are allowed to do almost everything. The GPL 

license, as a comparison, forces developers to share their work under the same license. A 

more detailed analysis of open-source licenses is available in [61]. 

 
Figure 5: Simple open license selection [60] 
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3 Open-source energy system design tools 4 

The following paragraph represents the abstract of the 1st paper [62]: 

“Historically, energy system tools were predominantly proprietary and not shared 

with others. In recent years, there has been an increase in developing open-source tools 

by international research and development organizations. More than half of the open 

energy modeling (openmod) initiative listed tools that are based on the freely available 

scripting language Python. Previous comparisons of energy and power system modeling 

tools focused on comparisons such as which tool category (e.g., optimization, simulation) 

or energy demand (e.g., electricity, cooling, and heating) can be considered. Until now, 

the assessment of incorporated functions such as unit commitment (UC) or optimum 

power flow (OPF) has been ignored. Therefore, this work assesses 31 mostly open-source 

tools based on 81 functions for their maturity. The result shows that available open-source 

tools such as Switch, TEMOA, OSeMOSYS, and pyPSA are mature enough based on a 

function comparison with commercial or proprietary tools for serious use. Nevertheless, 

future commercial, as well as open-source energy system analysis tools, have to consider 

more functions such as the impact of ambient air conditions and part-load behavior to 

allow better assessments of including high shares of renewable energy sources and other 

flexibility measures in existing and new energy systems.” 

3.1 Methodology 

The assessed 31 tools are listed in Table 6. For consistency, the selection of the assessed 

tools has not changed while the information within the table was updated to reflect today’s 

status. Important to note is that the shown table would be considerably different if the 

assessment would be repeated today as, within about five years, the number of new tools 

has increased significantly. A more up-to-date list can be found on the initiative openmod 

platform [49]. 

 
4 This chapter has been taken out of Groissböck (2019) [62] 
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Table 6: Assessed tools [62] 

 
 

For tools that are not available via github.com or other code-sharing sites, it is not 

very easy to verify information such as the last update. Other packages have been 

restructured (e.g., oemof) and therefore show lower contribution as in the originally 

published comparison table in P1. 

Table 7 shows the list of features or functions assessed throughout the mentioned 

31 tools. The function screening has been from a short-term (operational) perspective as 

well as a long-term (planning) perspective. 

3.2 Results 

Figure 6 shows the assessment result for the selected tools for the short-term and long-

term focus. Based on the author’s ratings of the importance of the individual features, the 

difference between short- and long-term ranks is insignificant. This implies that models 

covering many details from an operational perspective also deal with a significant amount 

of planning details to balance the detailed coverage. 

Important to note is that the detailed tool assessment has not been updated and 

therefore reflects the status about 3 years ago. In the meantime, a lot of tools have 

advanced significantly. urbs, pyPSA, and oemof are some of them. 
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Table 7: Assessed functions and their interpretation [62] 

 
 

Function 

No.
Function Evaluate ...

1 - 2 hourly time steps; variable time steps

if defining how many time-steps a day can be considered, and if different durations can be 

managed as well. Note: half-point for variable time step if only one duration can be 

defined;

3 copperplate approach if transmission and distribution of energy is not considered;

4 - 5 direct current (DC); alternating current (AC) which kind of electricity flow is considered;

5 - 8
power flow (PF); optimal PF (OPF); security-constrained 

(SCOPF)

if detailed (e.g., active and reactive PF considerations) are possible; and if security related 

PF constraints (e.g., transmission failure) are considered;

9 – 10 unit commitment (UC); security-constrained UC (SCUC)
if power and/or heat generating units are available within a multi-period time horizon; 

and if security related UC constraints (e.g., availability) are considered;

11 - 17

ramp up & down constraints; minimum up- & down-

time; starts per day, minimum stable load; must run; 

startup & shutdown costs; cold & hot startup costs

which of the UC and SCUC details are considered; if startup cost is considered with addition 

fuel, half-point a point is added;

18 - 19 economic dispatch (ED); security-constrained ED (SCED)
if least-cost solution incorporating power output is considered; and if security related ED 

constraints (e.g., transmission failure) are considered;

20 - 23

non-electrical distribution (constraints), gaseous 

distribution (constraints), liquid distribution 

(constraints), thermal distribution (constraints)

which operational constraint is considered in some detail (e.g., voltage in electricity, 

pressure in gaseous, velocity in liquid, or temperature in thermal distribution systems); if 

operational details are ignored, and if non-electrical distribution can be used for any kind 

of service;

24 - 28
district heating/cooling demand; (drink) water demand; 

hot water demand; steam demand; other demand
which final demand can be included;

29 simulation (min. total costs) if simulation is done instead of optimization;

30 – 38

obj. function: min. total costs; min. investment costs; 

min. operational costs; min. losses, max. profit; partial 

equilibrium; min. customer rates; max. efficiency; min. 

emissions

which objective function and combinations of it can be selected;

39 demand elasticity if energy demand is impacted by price changes;

40 locational marginal price (LMP) if within zonal energy prices the locational marginal price (LMP) is considered:

41 - 43 model foresight (perfect, flexible, or rolling horizon) which kind of model foresight is considered;

44 - 46
size as integer/real variable; pre-defined unit size; cost 

based on economy of scale

if capacity additions are based on integer/real numbers or pre-defined sizes of 

technologies; in the case of integer/real sizes if economy of scale can be applied;

47 - 48 emission costs; emissions constraints
if emissions such as carbon dioxide CO2 or water consumption can be associated with 

external costs and constrained;

49 – 51
multi-area system; multi-year investment; multi-year 

operation
if multi-area and multi-year assessments can be done;

52 – 53
year-varying CapEx & OpEx (CUR); year-varying fuel & 

emission (CUR)

if costs like capital expenditures (CapEx), operational expenditures (OpEx), fuel costs, and 

emissions costs/penalties can be different from year to year;

54 - 55 budget constraints (CUR); fuel constraints (CUR) if upper and lower limits for budget and fuel consumption can be defined;

56 retirement of existing assets if existing assets can be retired if found not economical;

57 fuel switch/dual fuel if assets can be operated with different types of energy or fuels;

58 - 59 part-load impacts; ambient temperature impact
if technical performance (e.g., efficiency and output) change based on ambient conditions 

or if part-load can be considered;

60 technology degradation/aging
if technology age is incorporated into technical performance; if the yearly available 

capacity can be adjusted, the reduced available capacity is a half-point;

61 - 62 generic storage; detailed storage (SOC, DoD)

if storage can be considered in its simplest way (without e.g., state of charge, SOC) or if 

SOC and depth of discharge (DoD) is considered; if storage is modeled with a constant loss 

factor, it is a half-point;

63 component dispatch if energy conversion can be represented in components and not in whole plants only;

64 - 67
energy conversion is implemented as: 1 in, 1 out: n in, 1 

out: 1 in, m out; or n in, and m out
which energy conversion can be considered;

68 - 69 availability/forced outage; maintenance planning if resource availability is considered, and if a maintenance schedule can be created;

70 - 71
energy purchase (fixed, variable pricing), energy sales 

(e.g., FiT)

if fixed and consumption-based prices can be considered, and if feed-in-tariff (FiT) based 

energy sales can be considered;

72 - 73 deferable demand; curtailment if demand can be delayed, and if generation like photovoltaic or wind can be curtailed;

74 - 75 reserve margin; primary/secondary reserves
if minimum/maximum reserve margin can be defined, and if primary and secondary 

reserve (sometimes considered also as spinning reserve) is considered;

76 - 78
reliability indicators; risk level (appetite); 

probability/uncertainty

if reliability indicators such as loss of load expectation (LOLE) or expected energy not 

served (EENS); if different risk levels can be considered; and if uncertainty in profiles can 

be considered;

79 GIS representation if there are GIS related functions incorporated;

80 - 81 documentation; example(s) available if clear and clean documentation containing examples is available.
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Figure 6: Ranking the different evaluations [62] 

Switch, OSeMOSYS, and TEMOA show a strong focus on medium and long-term 

expansion planning, while pyPSA is more focused on short and medium-term operations. 

The strength of TEMOA, Switch, and OSeMOSYS is to consider details such as multi-

year investment, year-varying capital and operational costs, and budget and emission 

constraints. pyPSA, on the other side, includes more details in a short-term unit 

commitment like optimal power flow, feasible ramp rates, minimum up- and down-time, 

as well as start-up costs. 

The following items list indicates some technical functions which are not covered: 

• distinction between hot and cold start-ups, 

• use of advanced or alternative objective functions (e.g., multi-objective target 

function, maximize profit), 

• technical parameters change as a result of part-load operation (e.g., efficiency), 

• technical parameters change based on ambient conditions (e.g., power output), 

• detailed storage model (e.g., charge cycles), 

• maintenance planning, and 

• security of energy supply (e.g., n-x reliability). 

Comparing the selected open-source tools with the selected commercial closed-

source tools, it can be seen that open-source tools are getting closer to the functionality 

of closed-source tools. Within the operational assessment, pyPSA even takes over the 

commercial closed source tools. As shown by projects such as the United Nations 

Atlantis, Integrated Systems Analysis of Energy, open-source tools like OSeMOSYS are 

also seen as mature enough to be used for regional power system planning. Despite 

significant contributions to date, there remain a number of key challenges, e.g., 

incorporating very high shares of variable renewables, considering simultaneous 

generation expansion and transmission planning, and considering uncertainty in operation 

of MES. 
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4 Importance of renewable sources 5 

The following paragraph represents the abstract of the 2nd paper [63]: 

“Renewable energy sources (RES) are becoming more and more cost-competitive 

globally. Generally, optimization methods are used to identify the most economic setup 

of individual power systems. In such cases, only the final state of the power system is of 

interest. This study contributes to the discussion on how to reach a 100% RES-driven 

power system by assessing the importance of RES quality in selected European countries 

and identifies optimal strategies based on different objective functions (e.g., lowest capex 

requirement, lowest or largest curtailment). In a scenario in which economics is the only 

driver for optimal RES expansion, the 'min. LCOE' path with a strong focus on Wind 

would be used. If residential users are targeted to contribute as much as possible, the 'max. 

capacity' case with a Solar PV-Wind ratio of 0.65±0.35 would be selected. If the overall 

aim is to produce maximal excess electricity to be used in other sectors, the 'max. 

curtailment' or 'max. zero load' cases should be considered where mainly Solar PV would 

be the technology of choice.” 

4.1 Methodology 

This study assesses the optimal RES expansion by comparing different optimal RES 

expansion paths. To overcome the limitations of Burger (2019) [64] and Kreifels et al. 

(2014) [65], the author developed the optimal RES expansion paths shown in Table 8. 

Table 8: Assessed optimal RES expansion paths [63] 

Optimal RES expansion path Minimize Maximize 

RES capacity with specific curtailment rate X X 

Curtailment X X 

Levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) X  

Zero net load hours X X 
 

A case such as 'minimize capacity' is not necessary as the power contribution from 

Wind is almost always higher than from Solar PV. This study uses pure power-related 

key performance indicators (KPIs) such as curtailment and LCOE for the assessment. 

 
5 This chapter has been taken out of Groissböck (2020) [63] 
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Other KPIs such as security of supply, national manufacturing, and aspects of local 

content are ignored. This study focuses on mixed Solar PV-Wind expansion as this is 

currently seen as the technologies of choice with lower constraints compared to 

Hydropower or Biomass. 

Historically measured hourly time series for load are based on open-power-system-

data.org [55] while RES profiles are from renewables.ninja [66]. Both sources provide 

hourly profile data as publicly available data and focus on representative renewable and 

power demand profiles for the available countries. The country representing profiles are 

smoother than they would be in reality for an individual project. Figure 7 shows the 

average capacity factors for Solar PV and Wind for the entire data set of the covered 36 

countries. 

 
Figure 7: Average capacity factors of PV and Wind [63] 

Table 9 shows the considered combination (very good, very bad) of Solar PV and 

Wind quality within this work. Based on the available public data and defined conditions, 

the following countries have been identified as suited candidates to represent the RES 

quality conditions. RES quality is used in this work as a synonym for the RES capacity 

factor shown in Figure 7). Austria (AT), as host of the university, and Germany (DE), as 

the main force behind renewable developments in Europe, have been added to the list. 

Table 9: Selected country list and considered rationale [63] 

Wind quality Solar PV quality Country name Country code 

– – – – Cyprus CY 

– – + + Czech Republic CZ 

+ + – – Norway NO 

+ + + + Portugal PT 

o o Austria AT 

o o Germany DE 

Remark: ++: very good; – –: very bad; o: average. 
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Figure 8 shows the overall program logic which has been implemented in the 

programming language Julia. Step 1 is to select the first country to assess (in alphabetical 

order, it starts with AT). Based on the available data set, Step 2 selects the first available 

year (e.g., 2006). Steps 3 and 4 are initializing Solar PV and Wind capacity additions with 

0% (of peak demand) to calculate the initial situation without RES in Step 5. 

Subsequently, and as long as not reaching the maximum of 200% (of peak demand), 0.5% 

is added for Solar PV and Wind. Within this work it is assumed that the technical potential 

for Solar PV and Wind of each country is always at least 200% of peak demand. Finally, 

if 200% of Solar PV and Wind have been considered in the calculations, Step 6 initiates 

the next available year to be considered (up to, e.g., 2016). As already indicated above, 

this study used the available data where entire years have been available at once to avoid 

data (weather, RES power generation, and power demand) contortions through individual 

(outlier) years. After finalizing all years, Step 7 initiates the next country for assessment. 

If all countries have been calculated, the simulation of all scenarios is finished. 

 
Figure 8: Methodology [63] 

4.2 Results 

The analysis is based on the average unbiased results, as shown in Figure 9, knowing that 

individual years will deviate from them. The horizontal axis shows the Solar PV share, 

and the vertical axis shows the Wind share (both in percent of peak demand, up to 200%). 

The sub-graph titled 'max. capacity' represents the 'RES capacity with specific 

curtailment' case. The sub-graphs 'min. curtailment' and 'max. curtailment' represent the 

minimize and maximize curtailment cases. The sub-graph 'min. LCOE' represents the 

minimize LCOE case. And finally, the 'min. zero load' and 'max. zero load' sub-graphs 

show the results for the minimize and maximize zero net load hour cases. 
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The small zigzag movements within the individual plots are the result of the RES 

matrix (200% x 200% of peak demand) considered in this study, in which a RES 

expansion step of 0.5% has been selected. It also shows non-steady results in some cases. 

In all sub-graphs, the dotted lines indicate a ratio of 3, 0.65, and 1 of installed Wind vs. 

Solar PV. Within the left top sub-figure, the optimal RES path from Kreifels et al. (2014) 

was added for comparison. 

 
Figure 9: Overall simulation results [63] 

Compared to the previous 'max. capacity' case, the 'min. curtailment' case has 

slightly higher Solar PV contributions until the curves reach the 200% Wind capacity. 

The reason for this is the better fit of Solar PV to the daily demand profiles. The optimal 

RES path based on 'min. zero load' has less Solar PV contribution as the previously 

mentioned cases. The 'min. LCOE' case is in all circumstances dominated by almost 

exclusive Wind expansions. For the Norwegian case, ~50% of Solar PV would be added 

before the Wind capacity reaches more than 180%. An interesting finding for the 

Portuguese (PT) case is that Solar PV would be preferred over Wind with the assumed 

RES cost and generation profiles. This is not reflected at all in the current RES policy, 

which focused historically on adding Wind and moves now more towards Solar PV. To 

support sector coupling through excess RES electricity, the cases 'max. curtailment' and 

'max. zero load' should be considered. In both cases, up to 50% Wind would be added 

before the RES expansion would be solely based on Solar PV. Adding the 50% of Wind 

capacity would cover most of the night and cold season demand so that adding Solar PV 

afterward can be used for other purposes such as sector coupling. 
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Budischak et al. (2013) found that RES capacity of about 300% of peak demand 

and a significant amount of storage is needed to reach >90% RES contribution within the 

PJM market. The results of this study suggest that RES capacity of about 200% is already 

able to fulfill 90-122% of the energy demand in the assessed countries. 

Figure 9 shows overlapping curve shapes while also indicating differences in how 

the optimal RES expansion path could be realized based on local conditions. It can be 

concluded that the shapes for 'max. capacity ', 'min. curtailment', and 'min. zero load' show 

similar evolutionary paths. Also, the paths for 'max. curtailment' and 'max. zero load' 

show similar shapes. It can be argued that the impact of RES quality is minor and is more 

dictated by the overarching objective function (see Table 10). If economics were the only 

driver, the cost of power generation ('min. LCOE') path with a strong focus on Wind 

would be the guide for RES expansion planning. If residential users are targeted to 

contribute as much as possible to the RES expansion, the cases 'max. curtailment' and 

'max. zero load') should be selected. If the overall aim is to produce excess electricity to 

be used in other sectors, one of the sector-coupling approaches ('max. curtailment', 'max. 

zero load') should be selected where Solar PV would be the technology of choice. 

Table 10: Optimal RES paths as objective function of aim [63] 

Objective 

function: 

Overall aim: 

Max. 

capacity 

Min. 

curtail-

ment 

Max. 

curtail-

ment 

Min. 

LCOE 

Min. zero 

load 

Max. zero 

load 

Opt. RES power X X   X  

Focus Solar PV   X   X 

Focus Wind X X  X X  

Least power cost    X   

Sector coupling   X   X 
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5 Renewables impact on security of supply 6 

The following paragraph represents the abstract of the 3rd paper [67]: 

“Globally, renewable energy sources (RES) are getting more and more competitive 

even without subsidies. In general, optimization methods are used to identify the most 

economic setup of individual power systems. This study contributes to the discussion on 

how much reserve capacity a power system should have to ensure reliable electricity 

supply in assessing the explicit and probabilistic system reliability metric LOLH as well 

as EENS within a dynamic programming approach. Multi-year RES profiles from 

different locations are used to identify the minimum reserve margin (RM) requirements 

using LOLH and EENS as planning criteria. The findings indicate that using RM as the 

only reliability constraint within optimization is not appropriate: a too high assumption 

on RM would increase the required conventional generation capacity unnecessarily, and 

a too low assumption would risk reliable power supply. Using LOLH as the single metric 

for reliable power system planning, the EENS would grow with increasing RES 

contribution. This is the result due to the concept of LOLH as the amount of electricity 

not supplied is not part of the metric; only the hours of power undersupply are. On the 

other hand, a constant assumption of EENS is misleading, and the concept of EENS does 

not consider the number of hours the power service can’t be fulfilled. Therefore, the 

recommendation is to use LOLH and EENS simultaneously in a single optimization 

framework, as shown within this study.” 

5.1 Methodology 

This study assesses the security of supply through a dynamic programming approach, in 

which the RM and EENS are results to fulfill the predefined reliability level expressed in 

LOLH. To support medium- and long-term aspects of generation expansion planning 

(GEP), the assessment includes: 

• multiple years of data, 

• normalized demand profiles, 

• different quality of renewables based on historical renewable profiles (as 

described in Chapter 4), 

• variations of RES capacity (0 and 200% of peak demand), 

 
6 This chapter has been taken out of Groissböck & Gusmão (2020) [67] 
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• different levels of system reliability (in LOLH, between 0 and 10), and 

• different system sizes (10 to 100,000 MW system sizes). 

The overall program logic shown in Figure 10 has been implemented in the programming 

language Julia. Step 1 is to select the first system reliability target to assess (LOLH, 

measured in hours/year, starting from 0). Based on the available data set, Step 2 selects 

the first option to evaluate (e.g., no RES with a load multiplier of 0.01). Step 3 and 4 are 

initializing the number of units to be considered (starting with 0) and the maximum 

allowed capacity multiplier (starting with 15) to calculate the initial situation without RES 

in Step 5. Subsequently, and as long as being above the targeted system reliability, the 

capacity multiplier is decreased. If the required system reliability is reached, a simplified 

economic dispatch is done, and the result is saved (Step 6). As soon as the cost of the total 

system is increasing, the processing of the current option is finished. If there is an 

additional option to assess (LOLH ≤ 10), the program continues with the next option (in 

Step 3, increase LOLH by 1). Otherwise, the simulation is finished after all assessable 

options are calculated. 

 
Figure 10: Methodology [67] 

Economy of scale for specific costs and power generation efficiency are considered. 

The maximum allowed sizes for the considered conventional technologies are 80, 593, 

1200, and 1740 MW for ICE, GT, ST, and CC, respectively. The forced outage rate (FOR) 

of the conventional generators is assumed to be 10%, including the required maintenance 

cycles and the start-up reliability. 
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5.2 Results 

Figure 11 shows the results of four selected demand cases (load multiplier of 2, 14, 20, 

and 100) without differentiating the countries for required system reliability (measured in 

LOLH, hours/year) between 1 and 3. The red line indicates no (0%) reserve margin (RM). 

Each group of colors represents one of the mentioned demand cases (country profiles). 

The visualization clearly shows that there is no recognizable pattern within the different 

demand cases and RES/country qualities. Adding more RES into the power generation 

mix increases EENS as the residual demand profiles become more and more step-like 

(instead of the usual smooth sinus-like demand duration curve) and decrease RM slightly. 

Considering multi-year data of demand and RES profiles does not decrease the RM as 

much as indicated by other studies (between 7 and 29% with up to 30% RES contribution 

based on annual energy demand) based on a single year of data. The difficulty lies in 

predicting the amount of RM decrease for long-term GEP. As there is no pattern visible, 

the only recommendation at this point can be to assess LOLH and EENS for each GEP 

activity (characterized by, e.g., system size, RES quality, RES penetration) individually. 

 
Remark: The colors indicate different system size multipliers (basis: 10 MW; green: x2, blue: 

x14, yellow: x20, gray: x100) 

Figure 11: RM vs. EENS with different RES additions and different system sizes [67] 

The results highlight the complicated situation regarding assumptions around 

reserve margin (RM) and expected energy not served (EENS). In this study, Cyprus and 

Portugal are the countries with the best Solar PV quality, but their change in reserve 

margin with PV additions is very different. Cyprus results show the highest change, while 

the Portugal results show the second-lowest change. Similarly, in the ‘only WT’ cases, 
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Norway and Portugal are the countries with the best Wind quality, but also their change 

in reserve margin is very different with Wind additions. Norway shows the highest 

decrease in reserve margin, while Portugal displays a change which is about on average 

with the other countries studied. One of the main reasons for this is that Norway has a 

peakier demand but a flatter Wind profile than Portugal. The changes in reserve margin 

are on average: 9%, 29%, and 43% for the cases ‘only PV’, ‘only WT’, and ‘PV&WT’, 

respectively. 

Looking into the changes in EENS also highlights a difficult picture: a) within the 

‘only PV’ cases, the change in EENS is between 0.005% and 0.010%, b) within the ‘only 

WT’ cases, the change is between 0.010% and 0.028%, and c) within the ‘PV & WT’ 

cases, the change is between 0.023% and 0.060%. The only pattern identifiable is that 

high-quality RES results in higher EENS. In the absence of a very large amount of storage 

capacities, the net load becomes more and more step-like (instead of the usual smooth 

sinus-like curve). Storage is and will be a fundamental component for power systems with 

very high shares of RES. But as a very high decentralized storage penetration is not 

expected in the near future it has been excluded in this assessment. 

Therefore, using reserve margin as an assumption for optimization is not 

appropriate. A too high assumption on reserve margin would increase the required 

conventional generation capacity unnecessarily. Using LOLH as the single metric for 

power system planning, the EENS will increase with growing renewable capacity 

installed. This is because LOLH does not cover the amount of unsupplied electricity. 

LOLH only accounts for the hours power can’t be fulfilled entirely. On the other side, a 

stringent and constant assumption of EENS would be too constraining for GEP. 

Therefore, the recommendation is to use LOLH and EENS simultaneously to incorporate 

a proper reserve margin in a single optimization framework as done within this study. 
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6 Proposed open-source framework 7 

The following paragraph represents the abstract of the 4th paper [1]: 

“Multi-model energy systems are gaining importance in a world where different 

types of energy, such as electricity, natural gas, hydrogen, and hot water, are used to 

create more complex but also more economic energy systems to support defossilization. 

While the research community is using open source for a long time, collaborative work 

on open-source tools is not yet the norm within the research community. To increase the 

open source and sharing efforts between research organizations, governments are driving 

publicly funded projects to share their outcomes. Today, no open-source modeling 

framework exists that can assess different optimization tools. The proposed open-source 

framework is based on the principle of maximizing the reuse of existing data, software 

snippets and packages, and adds individual code only as necessary. An intensive software 

package screening identified six suitable open-source tools to be partly incorporated into 

the proposed open-source framework. The best tools of individual contributors have been 

combined and further improved by adding supplementary features such as a scenery 

model to incorporate shadowing and elevation effects on conventional and renewable 

power generation technologies. Going forward, this approach allows expanding research 

into urban air assessment in which traffic and energy emissions can be assessed jointly.” 

6.1 Methodology 

The initial step of this research was to assess existing open-source software tools and 

better understand their strengths and weaknesses (paper P1). A thorough screening of 31 

energy modeling tools was based on characterizing them into 12 applications and 81 

functions. The applications cover the geographical scope or use of the tool (house, 

industry, district, city, region, or country), types of considered energy (electricity, heat, 

or natural gas), and whether it is an open-source tool as well as an optimization or a 

simulation tool. The screening of the functions cover aspects such as hourly or variable 

time steps, altermatic or direct current modeling of power transmission, (security-

constrained) unit commitment details, and (security-constrained) economic dispatch. The 

conclusion from this initial work was that – compared to commercially available tools - 

open-source energy system modeling tools are ready for serious use. Possible 

 
7 This chapter has been taken out of Groissböck (2021) [1] 
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enhancements could be considering the impact of ambient air conditions, part-load 

behavior, and redundancy aspects. The top-scoring tools (Switch Model 2.0, Temoa, 

OSeMOSYS, and pyPSA) and about 50% of the assessed tools were based on the 

programming language Python. As a result, further assessments represented in this work 

focus on Python-based tools solely. 

The second step of the research involved the assessment of additional tools, 

software packages, and software snippets to identify what the open-source community 

has done already and what can be used as a basis for this work. A summary of the assessed 

Python packages and snippets is available online at Zenodo [68]. As usually for 

engineering tasks, the difficulty lies in the details: the number of Python-based packages 

are almost countless. By the end of March 2021, more than 295,000 packages have been 

registered at pypi.org, neglecting thousands of additional software snippets and tools 

shared via github.com, gitlab.com, or other code sharing platforms with millions of 

registered repositories and active developers. This shows one of the biggest downsides of 

open-source package writing: there is no or very limited coordination between the 

countless number of packages. Duplication of work also happens in the open-source 

community. It is very difficult to keep track of all the frequent changes as well as new 

developments. Also, relying on some of these packages means that if there is a (major) 

redesign of the package, one has to adjust accordingly. 

The here proposed open-source framework divides the required process steps 

between having no data at the top of the process (see the box on the left in Figure 12) and 

having all data, results, and visualization in eleven steps (indicated by superscript 

numbers within the workflow). The box on the right in Figure 12 shows a selection of 

assessed tools and data, which have been found useful in the proposed framework. The 

text in bold marked with a times sign (*) shows where enhancement by the author is 

considered or has been incorporated already. 

 
Figure 12: Proposed methodology and selection of open-source data and tools [1] 
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6.2 Results 

The preliminary assessment highlights six open-source-oriented R&D contributors where 

parts of their tools might be incorporated into the suggested framework (see Table 11). 

The identified contributors developed several individual tools such as GIS-related data 

collection, building stock-related load curves, or optimization tools. Usually, all of these 

individual tools have been made available by the framework contributors to support city 

or national ESD. The cells shown in dark grey indicate areas where the individual tools 

have no or very little contribution to the predefined eleven process steps. Light grey cells 

indicate a partial contribution. Typical for such assessments, it always depends on the 

conducted analysis by the author and, therefore, might not reflect the opinion of the open-

source framework owners and maintainers. 

Table 11: Selective existing framework comparison [1] 

  Focus: 1) ≥ State ≤ City ≥ State ≥ State ≤ City ≤ City 

  

 github.com/ FZJ-IEK3-VSA RWTH-EBC oemof pyPSA tum-ens 

architecture-

building-

systems 

1 Streets, 

buildings, 

n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a CEA 

Land use, n/a n/a n/a n/a pyGRETA CEA 

District 

heating, 

n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a CEA 

Power, n/a n/a n/a bdw/GridKit n/a CEA 

Gas, oil, 

biomass 

n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

2 Z-coordinate n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a CEA 

3 Building stock tsib (for EU) TEASER (for EU) tabular (for 

EU) 

n/a n/a CEA (for 

CH) 

4 Hist. ambient 

conditions 

tsib (TRY, TMY, 

ISO 12831) 

pyCity (TRY, TMY) feedinlib.era5 n/a n/a E+ weather 

files (epw) 

5 Energy 

demand 

tsib, pyCity:occupancy, 

TEASER, AixLib, 

IBPSA 

demandlib n/a n/a CEA 

tsorb:occupation 

6 Renewable 

profile 

RESKit, 

windtools 

pyCity feedinlib Atlite pyGRETA CEA 

7 Demand 

Clustering 

tsam pyCity solph pyPSA pyCLARA n/a 

8 Prices, 

technologies 

n/a n/a n/a technology-

data 

n/a CEA 

9 Optimization FINE pyCity solph pyPSA pyPRIMA CEA 

  Solvers (solver 

abstraction) 

any local (pyomo) tbd any local 

(pyomo) 

any local 

(pyomo) 

any local 

(pyomo) 

Gurobi, 

Genetic 

Algorithm 

10 Visualization, 

result 

comparison 

n/a n/a OEDB n/a n/a n/a 

  Design for 

addition 

n/a n/a yes yes n/a n/a 

  Additional 

features 

  
• visio 

• oemof.db 

• nomopyomo 

(cbc, 

gurobi) 

 
• Web-GUI 

  Contributors: FZ Jülich EBC RLI, FHF KIT, FIAS TU Munich ETH Zurich 

1) Focus options: Households, District, City, State, Region, Country, Continent, World 

Abbreviations: EBC: RWTH Aachen, E.ON EBC, RLI: Reiner Lemoine Institute, FHF: FH-Flensburg, KIT: Karlsruhe 

Institute of Technology, FIAS: Frankfurt Institute for Advanced Studies. 
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Regarding the previously mentioned disregard of the GIS z-coordinate, the City 

Energy Analyst (CEA) tool shown in the last column on the right considers this detail for 

line and pipeline calculations but not for elevation adjustments of, e.g., efficiency of 

conventional power generation technologies. As known, individual tools set different 

focuses. For example, pyPSA’s focus is spatial nature, therefore spatial clustering is 

considered accordingly. Other frameworks, such as the one from FZJ-IEK3-VSA, are 

focused on time-series aggregation and clustering. Within the proposed framework, both 

options shall be available to assess the importance of the individual clustering option. 

Obviously only European R&D organizations are listed based on the conducted 

analysis, the proposed framework aims to incorporate particular features from the 

assessed contributors into a new open-source framework (see Table 12). The table 

specifies which process step has been taken from which contributor and the according 

tool to use. For example, step1, the street and building data can be initialized by using the 

osmnx package. Step 3, as another example, will use the packages tsib, TEASER, and 

tabular. While a lot of it has been already implemented, severe actions are still required 

to finish the framework in a first shareable and stable release. Once available in a 

shareable and stable release, it will be made available via Zenodo [18]. As indicated 

during the introduction, the goal is to have a single framework in which several energy 

optimization tools can be assessed against each other to verify the resulting quality of the 

individual tools as well as support the decision-making on which one to use for which 

purpose. 

Table 12: Proposal of selected open-source initiative components [1] 

Framework 
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1 – Streets, land use, 

building shapes 

      osmnx 

2 – Z-coordinate       pycraf, 

tkrajina/srtm.py 

3 – Building stock tsib TEASER Tabular     

4 – Ambient 

conditions 

      OPSD/ 

weather_data 

5 – Energy demand  pyCity: 

occupancy, 

TEASER 

   CEA  

6 – Renewable 

profile 

  feedinlib    Pvlib, windlib, 

Solar3DCity 

7 – Demand 

clustering 

tsam       

8 – Cost & prices, 

technologies, … 

   technology-

data 

  economy of 

scale 

9 – Options       sensitivity 

analysis 

10 – Optimization     pyPRIMA  Solver: NEOS 

10 – Visualization   OEDB     

Additional features       pyPSA: market, 

reserve margin 
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Hundreds of thousands of repositories are available on code sharing platforms, and 

the number is growing daily. The proposed open-source framework in this work is based 

on the principle of maximizing the reuse of existing data, software snippets, and packages. 

The addition of individual code to the framework occurs only as much as ultimately 

necessary. After careful screening of additional software packages, six favorite open-

source frameworks have been identified; the best parts of each of these frameworks are 

combined into a single open-source framework (see Table 11). Table 11 might give the 

impression of six complete frameworks that already exist. However, this is not the case. 

The listed six contributors have some individual tools, which they use in their daily work. 

Nevertheless, a comprehensive framework does not exist yet; at least none that fulfills the 

proposed eleven steps (from having no data towards having all data, results, and 

visualization). 

To further improve the energy system framework for the purpose of this research, 

some more features were added (see Table 12). Those features include a scenery model 

to incorporate shadowing and elevation effects on conventional power generation 

technologies. By doing so, the utilization of limited resources could be improved 

significantly. Going forward, this approach allows for further research, for example, with 

a focus on city air assessment in which traffic and energy emissions can be assessed 

jointly with urban climate effects (e.g., heat islands or cold streams through rivers). 

The framework test and verification process are still ongoing and will be applied in 

a demonstration village to ensure proper quality and stability. The framework test aims 

to ensure the quality of the new framework. Afterward, the framework will be made 

accessible on Zenodo [68]. Other framework enhancements and evaluations are still 

ongoing. In the near future, additional energy system models, such as FlexiGIS [69], will 

be analyzed whether it provides a useful option for consideration. Another aspect to 

consider is a standardized database schema for saving GIS-related information. 

Therefore, the current 3D City DB schema will be assessed for its potential fit. 

It is positive that more and more tools within the energy system modeling area are 

shared and made available for the interested R&D community. Unfortunately, 

cooperation between different R&D organizations still is limited to some exceptions. It 

would be appreciated to see more multi-national R&D efforts working on open-source 

energy system modeling tools such as the Spine project. In this project, organizations 

from Finland, Ireland, Belgium, and Sweden cooperate with one from the US. 
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7 Updated ESD tool assessment 

The first paper within this research project assessed 31 tools and identified Switch, 

TEMOA, OSeMOSYS, and pyPSA as the most advanced [62]. The advancement of the 

assessed tools was measured, fulfilling 81 predefined features. Based on this work and 

expanded by some new tools, the final focus of ESD tools is shown in Table 13. 

Compared to the previous assessment, the tools FINE [70] [39] and aristopy [42] [43] 

have been added. 

Table 13: Details for selected ESD tools 

 

ESD 

Repository 

github.com/ 

Last 

changes 

Number of 

contributors 

Latest 

release 

Open-

Source 

License 

Main 

Contributors 

calliope calliope-project/ 

calliope 

31.03.2021 11 0.6.6-

post1 

Apache 

2 

ETH Zurich, Univ of 

Cambridge 

oemof oemof/ 

oemof-solph 

18.03.2021 33 0.4.1 MIT RLI, FH Flensburg, 

Univ of Bremen 

Switch 

2.0 

switch-model/ 

switch 

09.03.2021 8 2.0.6 Apache 

2 

Univ of Hawaii, Univ 

of California, 

Pontificia Univ of 

Católica de Chile 

pyPSA PyPSA/ 

pyPSA 

23.03.2021 20 0.17.1 GPL KIT, FIAS 

urbs tum-ens/ 

urbs 

01.03.2021 19 1.0.1 GPL TU Munich 

FINE FZJ-IEK3-

VSA/ FINE 

05.01.2021 11 2.1.1 MIT FZ Jülich, RWTH 

Aachen, FAU 

aristopy sbruche/ 

aristopy 

24.11.2020 1 0.9.3 MIT TU Berlin 

Last update: 02.04.2021 

Abbreviations: RLI - Reiner Lemoine Institute; FAU - Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg; KIT - 

Karlsruher Institut für Technologie; FIAS - Frankfurt Institute for Advanced Studies. 

The focus areas for the individual communities are very different. The OSeMOSYS 

project, for example, has a very strong focus on education and therefore offers the ESD 

tool in four different implementations to maximize reach: Pyomo, MathProg, PuLP, and 

GAMS. While almost all listed ecosystems have a package to create input time series for 

renewables, only oemof and FINE provide some demand profile generation packages. In 

regard to thermodynamic modeling, only oemof offers a package to consider heat 
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exchange and heat transfer details in ESD modeling. FINE and oemof offer a package for 

TSA. Only OSeMOSYS provides a graphical user interface. 

pyPSA is providing a technology database [71], several examples, an online service 

to run their ESD, and the ability to replace Pyomo – which is used in all mentioned ESD 

tools – within their development called nomopyomo. They created this development as 

the flexibility of Pyomo comes with time and memory-consuming disadvantages. 

Two of the ESD tool communities (calliope, pyPSA) also experiment with 

implementations of their tools in the new programming language Julia [72]. The 

advantage of Julia is its ability to compile source code at the time of first usage and is 

then available in machine-executable assembly language. 

The TUM-ENS is developing the package pyPRIMA, which allows the alignment 

of input data to feed multiple ESD models. Unfortunately, only TUM-ENS packages 

(urbs and EVRYS) are currently available out of the shelf. 

All mentioned ESD tools are open source, and as such, the possibility to advance 

them is given by nature. On top of this source-focused expandability, the tools pyPSA 

and aristopy are designed in a way that additional constraints can be added without the 

need of reviewing the source code intensively. Of course, programming skills are 

necessary to add individual constraints. 

Aristopy can be seen as one of the most flexible ESD tools available today and is 

able to deal even with non-linear relationships. pyPSA is the most advanced model in 

regard to the consideration of details around power flow in the currently assessed open-

source tools. Nevertheless, there are several reasons why FINE has been selected within 

this work, as the in-depth representation of electricity and assessing non-linearities are 

not the focus of this study. The reasons are listed as follows: 

• unit representation, 

• time aggregation feature (so-called typical periods) independent of optimization 

task, 

• time resolution adjustment (e.g., 1, 2, or 3-hour duration per timestep), 

• definition of minimum load requirements for conversion technologies during the 

period of operation, 

• emission constraints at certain levels, 

• non-linear energy conversion rates, 

• configurable demand-side management, 

• minimum contribution of renewables (with variable definitions of what 

renewables are), and 

• availability of an MS Excel®-based optimization workflow. 

On top of the already listed features, FINE is also able to provide the following 

functionality, which is very important (for ESD studies connecting urban and industrial 

aspects): 

• link technologies (e.g., if technology A is built, also B needs to be built), 

• limited available space for several technologies (e.g., install technology C and/or 

D, but limited on space to E m²; or the use of an existing storage option for either 

gas or hot water), 
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• two-stage optimization (function optimizeTSAmultiStage), where the first stage 

is an optimization with a number of typical days and the second stage optimizes 

the entire period only considering the in stage one selected technologies, and 

• multi-period myopic optimization (function optimizeSimpleMyopic) where 

several years (e.g., 30 years in 5 years steps) can be optimized to get a 

transformation path for a given energy system based on targeted GHG emission 

reduction. 

Figure 13 shows a generic system and the available components in FINE [40]. A 

Source is any kind of energy input (e.g., renewable energy, fossil fuel, or water) into the 

system other as via a Transmission component. The Transmission component aims to 

exchange energy between locations. The Sink is any kind of energy demand to be 

fulfilled. Both - a Sink and a Source - could also be non-energy streams such as CO2 or 

water. Therefore, it allows modeling any kind of energy system. The Storage component 

provides the ability to store energy for later use. And a Conversion component can convert 

one or multiple energy input streams into one or multiple other energy output streams. A 

Conversion also represents a heat exchanger with a possible state change of steam towards 

water or a compressor with its associated pressure increase. Even with the limited number 

of components, FINE is able to represent the most complex energy systems. 

 
Figure 13: Framework for Integrated Energy System Assessment (FINE) [40] 

7.1 Enhancements with little coding 

Not each new requirement needs to be coded as a new feature in an ESD tool. Frequently 

available features can be used to implement new functionality with some modeling tricks. 

For national and generic assessments, considering the energy throughput (measured in 

MWth) of a pipeline is accurate enough. However, it is not sufficient for a pre-feasibility 

assessment within a city boundary or in combination with an industrial park. 
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For example, the variable ‘operation Rate Max’ of the component Source primary 

use is to limit the variable renewable energy production. But it also can be used to reflect 

the following constraints: 

• model the impact of ambient air temperature towards the power output 

(especially useful for gas turbines), 

• model the ambient air temperature impact on the water supply temperature in 

district heating (DH) networks (e.g., summer: 0.25, winter peak: 1.0), or 

• model the impact of ambient air temperature on the capacity of pipeline and 

consider the pipeline’s capability of supply storage capacity through temporary 

pressure adjustments. 

As an example, Table 14 shows how such adjustments or correction functions can 

be used for time series adjustment as a result of varying ambient air temperature (e.g., gas 

turbine output and efficiency output; water supply temperature adjustments in district 

heating systems). 

Table 14: Exemplary adjustment functions [73] [74] 

Description Equation Source  

Correction factor for efficiency (gross) of steam 

turbines 

1.0426 − 0.0028 ∙ tcw [73]  

Correction factor for power output of gas turbines 1.105 − 0.007 ∙ tamb [73]  

Correction factor for efficiency (gross) of gas 

turbines 
1.033 − 0.0022 ∙ tamb [73]  

Correction factor for water supply temperature 

(variable) * 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (

0.25;

0.25 −
(𝑡amb − 15)

120
∙
60

35

) 

[74]  

Correction factor for water supply temperature 

(variable-constant) * 

𝑚𝑖𝑛

[
 
 
 
 
 

11

12
;

𝑚𝑎𝑥 (

7

12
;

7

12
−

(𝑡amb − 10)

60

)

]
 
 
 
 
 

 

[74]  

Remark: tamb – ambient air temperature; tcw – cooling water temperature; * 120°C assumed as max. supply temperature. 

Similarly, in the case of the district heating and/or cooling system, the correction 

curve can be combined with the knowledge of minimum and maximum water velocity 

during the heating period (min. 0.8 m/s; diameter nominal (DN) or nominal size < 150: 

max. 2.0 m/s; DN > 150: max. 3.0 m/s) [75]. If these details are combined, the minimum 

and maximum possible energy transfer can be estimated based on the selected operational 

regime. 

Additional enhancements can be achieved by combining existing tools and scripts. 

The OPSD shares a script which allows to download MERRA2 weather data for each 

location globally. Based on this weather data, the Python package TESpy provides the 

possibility to calculate the solar gains for Solar Thermal systems [76] [77]. Profiles for 

Solar PV and Wind can be created by using alite. TESpy can also be used to calculate 

ambient condition impacted steady-state energy output and conversion efficiency for 

diverse technologies, including heat pumps, gas and steam turbines, combined heat and 

power plants, and solar collectors. The Python packages RC_BuildingSimulator [78] or 
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TEASER [79] can be used to estimate the hourly demand profiles for electricity, heating, 

and cooling within residential customers. Data for commercial or industrial customers are 

usually not available as open source. 

The ESD tool FINE can deal with multi-modal and multi-node configurations out-

of-the-box, considering some time-clustering techniques are also part of the framework. 

Individual extensions of FINE include the economy of scale for cost and performance as 

required. Also, additional clustering techniques have been added. The most significant 

enhancement has been the incorporation of a system reliability assessment by using 

LOLH and the capacity outage probability table (COPT). Combined with the possibility 

of limiting the largest unit size to be added, also short-term impact such as inertia can be 

considered in a simple and preliminary way to ensure a reliable power system even with 

high shares of renewable energy. 

7.2 Enhancements with significant coding 

During the course of this work, existing software packages have been expanded on 

individual occasions. The changes in the thermal building modeling tool 

RC_BuildingSimulator, tsam, and FINE are shown in Table 15, Table 16, and Table 17, 

respectively. 

Table 15: Own RC_BuildingSimulator extensions 

Function Feature 

solve_energy • add solar air temperature 

rcsim • four separate window directions instead of one 

• heat transfer coefficient as function of wind speed 

Table 16: Own tsam extensions 

Class Feature 

KMedoidsUibk • resolved bugfix with Gurobi in the original code (class 

k_medoids) 

timeseriesaggregationUibk • adjusted code, so that additional algorithms (Affinity, Mini-

Batch K-Means, Birch, Spectral) can be assessed 

• added several own algorithms following the idea of having x 

days per period, where x can be 7, 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1, and period 

can be 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12 month(s) 

Table 17: Own FINE extensions 

Class Comment 

energySystemModelUibk • added option to use NEOS 

• added option switch between minimization and maximization 

depending on the requirements (e.g., min. cost, max. profit) 

• added solver using the GDPopt (nonlinear Generalized 

Disjunctive Programming) option 

• link to the new class TimeSeriesAggregationUibk within the 

tsam package 

conversionDynamicPartLoadUibk • created a new class and combined the features from 

conversionDynamic and conversionPartLoad for a more 

accurate representation of technical reality 
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Class Comment 

standardIOUibk • adjusted code to link to the new class 

EnergySystemModelUibk 

utilsUibk • created helper functions for reporting (getOperationData, 

getCapacityData) 

• created functions for COPT-related calculations 

(calcCOPT_v1, calcCOPT_v2, calcCOPT_v3, calcKPIs, 

analyzeResult, readEnhancedStats) 

optimizeTSAmultiStageUIBK • adjusted multi-stage function to allow more flexibility in 

adjusting results from the first stage 
 

FINE’s MS Excel®-based optimization workflow was enhanced to allow the 

assessment of sensitivities. The simple data management interface was enhanced to allow 

the creation of a technology overview as well as a Sankey diagrams. This was done using 

Graphviz [80]. 

As indicated in Table 17, one of the largest improvements of FINE was the 

implementation of a COPT-based reliability algorithm in the optimization process. The 

COPT-based reliability assessment is described in Figure 14. 

 
Figure 14: Implemented reliability methodology 

After the initial economic dispatch of the modeled energy system (step (1)), the 

second step is to reliability metrics, even if they are not required later on. If reliability 

should be evaluated in detail (step (3)), the fourth step is to prepare a table with 

technology candidates to be considered for additions. All candidates have to be defined 

with a given size per unit. Candidates are already added as optimal solvers; only the non-
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engineering costs are considered for additional units. Otherwise, they cannot be 

considered as the size of the option is unknown. Starting with the cheapest option (based 

on its annuity), the first option is added into the existing COPT and the reliability metric 

is assessed. If in step (6) the reliability target is not met yet, the next option within the 

candidate list is evaluated together with the existing COPT. Once the reliability criteria 

are met, the system reruns the optimization and forces the selected candidate into the 

solution if the user wishes to do so. Available reliability metrics are LOLE, EUE, and 

EIR, respectively. The current reliability assessment implementation covers one type of 

energy only, which is defined within the analysis by the user. 

There are different ways to consider energy storage in reliability assessments. 

Storage could be considered in dispatch, or within in the reliability calculations. Another 

possibility would be to do a system dispatch without and with energy storage and then 

assess the change in net load curves. In this implementation, energy storage is considered 

the same way as conventional technologies. Based on the initial optimization results, the 

size of the storage is known in power and energy. This result is used to calculate a 

conservative statistical availability by dividing the energy content (MWh) by the energy 

capacity (MW), which gives an indication of how long the storage can be used without 

re-charging. The discharge rate, the useful storage content, and the storage self-discharge 

rate are considered in this calculation. 
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8 Input data assessment 

Within this case study, a high-level assessment regarding the importance of multiple 

parameters will be shown. To reflect most of the spectrum between physics (e.g., energy 

transfer) and economics (e.g., financing), the group of data based on Figure 12 is shown 

in Table 18. The column ‘Y/N’ indicates if uncertainty should be considered depending 

on the scope of assessment being either a whole city, a suburb, or an industrial park. 

Table 18: High-level uncertainty assessment of input data 

Assessment of 

 

 

Process step 

 

Uncertainty 

consideration 

Yes/No 

City, suburb  

Uncertainty 

consideration 

Y/N 

Industrial park  

Streets, buildings No GIS & LiDAR No GIS & LiDAR 

Z-coordinate No GIS No GIS & LiDAR 

Building stock Yes Statistical data No Questionnaire 

Ambient condition Yes Historical data Yes Historical data 

Energy demand Yes Statistical data Yes Statistical data 

Renewable generation Yes Historical data Yes Historical data 

Demand clustering No Statistics No Statistics 

Costs & prices (e.g., 

technologies, fuel and power 

prices) 

Yes Unclear sizes 

and decision 

preferences 

Yes Predefined 

project scope and 

decision 

preferences, but 

unclear sizes 

Options (e.g., combination of 

technologies) 

Yes Unclear 

technology 

preferences 

No Known 

technology 

preferences 

Abbreviations: GIS – Geographical Information Systems; LiDAR – Light Detection and Ranging. 

While for city-wide assessments uncertainty is almost everywhere, the assessment 

of a specific industrial park or city suburb might be able to eliminate some of the 

uncertainty regarding input data, and only the following process steps remain ambiguous: 

• ambient conditions (mainly air temperature, cloudage), 

• energy demand, 

• renewable generation (incl. distance shadowing), and 
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• costs. 

While paper P2 and P3 are dealing with six different countries, this assessment will 

be based on historical data for Austria (AT) only. Historically measured hourly time series 

for load are based on open-power-system-data.org [55] while RES profiles are from 

renewables.ninja [66]. Both sources provide hourly profile data as publicly available data 

and do focus on representative profiles for the available countries. Therefore, the country 

representing profiles are smoother than they would be in reality for an individual project. 

8.1 Ambient condition 

Figure 15 shows the average temperature profile for Austria for the years between 2015 

and 2019. The average temperature was between 8.3 and 9.2 °C with a tendency to 

increase. 

 
Figure 15: Unordered and ordered temperature profiles [55] 

The generic need to consider ambient conditions in ESM activities is decreasing as 

the use of renewable energy is increasing. Nevertheless, as shown in Table 14, the 

requirement of correction curves still exists in a future energy system were, e.g., steam 

turbines are fired by biomass, gas turbines are fired by e-fuels, and local and district 

heating and/or cooling systems are incorporated. 

Hourly energy profiles of renewables such as Solar PV, Solar Thermal, and Wind 

consider the ambient conditions already through modeling the individual components 

(e.g., solar module efficiency impact of ambient temperature). 

8.2 Energy demand 

Figure 16 shows the normalized power demand for Austria for the years between 2015 

and 2019. The average utilization changed between 0.668 and 0.680, while the minimum 

demand shows a tendency to increase. 
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Figure 16: Unordered and ordered electricity demands [55] 

Ignoring factors such as building mass, occupation change, change of room 

temperature settings, heating and cooling demand can be assumed to be a constant 

function of ambient air temperature. Therefore, the temperature curve in Figure 15 is a 

proxy for the heat and cold demand in residential buildings, offices, and commercial 

buildings. In industry, the majority of heat and cold demand usually comes from the 

processes operating more or less constantly throughout the year. 

Neglecting population growth, efficiency improvements in white goods, 

electrification of processes, and increased penetration of e-mobility, the electricity 

demand is relatively stable and mainly depends on factors such as cloudage (e.g., 

lighting), room conditioning (e.g., electricity-driven HVAC, heater rod, heat pump), and 

house occupation (e.g., weekends, weekdays). As more and more processes (including 

private transportation) are becoming electrified, a change in the demand curve is 

expected. 

8.3 Renewable generation 

Figure 17 shows the average Solar PV generation profile for Austria for the years between 

2015 and 2019. The average utilization changed between 0.137 and 0.143 (or 1201 and 

1250 full load hours, FLH’s) while the minimum demand shows a tendency to increase. 

 
Figure 17: Unordered and ordered Solar PV generation [66] 
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While there is some uncertainty within hourly Solar PV production, the ordered 

annual utilization profiles are almost identical for the available 5 years of data. 

Figure 18 shows the average Wind generation profile for Austria for the years 

between 2015 and 2019. The average utilization changed between 0.241 and 0.285 (or 

2114 and 2493 FLH’s). 

 
Figure 18: Unordered and ordered Wind generation [66] 

There is significant uncertainty (unpredictability) within hourly Wind production. 

Even the ordered annual utilization profiles show significant variations. The Wind 

profiles for 2017 and 2018 are the most different ones and used to show their effect on 

the net-load curves with a renewable penetration by capacity of 100% and 200%, 

respectively (see Figure 19). Based on the findings in paper P2, a split of 40-60 is used 

for Solar PV and Wind within this comparison. 

 

 
Figure 19: Ordered profiles with 100% and 200% renewables (based on [66]) 
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8.4 Cost & prices 

Power prices 

Figure 20 shows the power exchange prices for Austria for the years between 2015 and 

2018. Unfortunately, for 2019, the time series is not available. The average electricity 

price changed between 32 and 44 EUR/MWh. 

 
Figure 20: Ordered power exchange prices [55] 

The general trend towards lower power EEX prices is in line with higher shares of 

renewables in the power generation mix. In most power systems, renewables are defined 

as ‘must-run’ power plants and therefore have to be dispatched before the conventional 

power plants. In other markets, renewables have to compete on their marginal costs in the 

day-ahead market. As a result, the ordered power EEX price curve shows a tendency to 

lower prices on the right side. But in hours of scarce renewable energy contribution, the 

order price curves also show a tendency to higher prices on the left side. 

All in all, the impact of EEX prices is declining as future energy systems will be 

more and more design-focused based on allowed carbon dioxide emissions. 

Energy conversion technologies 

Table 19 shows technologies considered in the upcoming LCOE study with its technical 

and economic details expected in 2025 for large (>100 MW) projects [74]. 
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Table 19: Technology overview considered in LCOE sensitivity [74] 

 Description Capex 

(€/kW) 

Lifetime 

(a) 

FOM 

(%/Capex) 

Fuel 

(€/MWh) 

Eff. 

(%) 

VOM 

(€/MWh) 

PV Solar PV 453 27.5 1.8% - - 1 

Wind Wind 1,077 28.5 1.2% - - 1 

SCGT Simple Cycle GT 445 25.0 1.8% 6.0 0.40 45 

CCGT Combined Cycle GT 855 25.0 3.3% 6.0 0.57 43 

ST Steam Turbine 3,500 25.0 5.0% 1.0 0.38 100 

PV1h Solar PV with 1 hour BES 855 22.5 2.0% - 1.00 2 

Wind1h Wind with 1 hour BES 1,479 22.5 1.5% - 1.00 2 

CSP8h Concentrated Solar Power 3,500 20.0 1.8% - - 50 

PtX Power-to-Hydrogen 1,430 25.0 5.0% 4.0 0.65 20 

Abbreviations: GT – Gas Turbine: BES – Battery Energy Storage; FOM – Fixed Operational & Maintenance costs; 

VOM – Variable O&M: Eff. – Efficiency (LHV); LHV – Lower Heating Value; PtX – Power to Anything. 

The levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) estimates the price per MWh electricity 

produced required to meet a predefined level of return within the overall project lifetime. 

Within this work, a simplified LCOE approach is used, ignoring, e.g., tax, depreciation 

effects, and effects from technology aging [75]: 

𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸 =
𝑛∙𝑃𝑛∙(𝐶𝑅𝐹+𝐹𝑂𝑀)+𝑃𝑝∙𝑉𝑂𝑀

𝑃𝑝
 (Eq. 1) 

where FOM is the fixed annual operation and maintenance (O&M) costs (in % of 

capital expenditure), VOM the variable power generation costs (in EUR/kWh), Pp the 

useful annual RES power production (kWh/a), and CRF the capital recovery factor 

defined as: 

𝐶𝑅𝐹 =
𝑖∙(1+𝑖)𝑛

(1+𝑖)𝑛−1
 (Eq. 2) 

where i is the interest rate (%) and n the number of years the annuity should be 

considered. 

Figure 21 shows the LCOE sensitivity in a range of ±50%, focusing on the Austrian 

weather and renewable profiles. The charts in the first row show the sensitivity for varying 

the financing costs (with an initial assumption of 8% weighted average capital of cost, 

WACC), the capital expenditures (Capex), and the efficiency of conventional generation 

technologies (SCGT, CCGT, and ST). The charts in the bottom row show the sensitivity 

for varying the technology lifetime, the variable operating and maintenance (VOM) costs, 

and the utilization of the individual technology options. 
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Figure 21: LCOE sensitivity 

The impact of financing costs is most for technologies where investments are 

highest, e.g., CSP, Steam Turbines (ST), Solar PV with BES, Wind with BES (in 

descending order). The LCOE spread for CSP is 10 EUR/MWh, while the other 

mentioned technologies show a spread between 4 and 5 EUR/MWh. 

The impact of capital expenditure is again highest for the technologies with the 

highest investment costs. This time the LCOE spread is between 21 and 8 to 12 

EUR/MWh for CSP and the other mentioned technologies. 

The impact of energy conversion efficiency is highest where the current efficiency 

is low and fuel cost is high. As such, SCGT and CCGT show an LCOE spread of 19 and 

13 EUR/MWh, respectively. ST technology only shows a spread of 4 EUR/MWh as the 

assumed fuel (coal) is relatively cheap. 

The impact of lifetime is again highest for technologies with the highest investment 

costs (CSP, followed by ST, Solar PV with BES, and Wind with BES). The LCOE spread 

is 10 and 4 EUR/MWh. 

The impact of variable O&M costs (including fuel costs) is highest for technologies 

with low efficiencies and high fuel costs (SCGT, CCGT, ST, PtX, CSP). The spread for 

the conventional technologies (SCGT, CCGT, ST) is between 16 and 32 EUR/MWh, 

while PtX and CSP show a spread of 14 and 5 EUR/MWh, respectively. 

The impact of utilization is tremendous for all technologies. As soon as technology 

usage is below a critical range, for example, 15%, power generation from this technology 

is decreasingly economical. In all such cases the operating hours within a year are too 

little for an economical operation. Utilization is also impacted by the shape of the demand. 

The peakier the demand, the more expensive it is to provide the demand during a usually 

limited period of time (e.g., <100 hours/a). 

The net-load curves for the 200% renewable cases (from Figure 19) is used to show 

the impact on necessary power generation capacity using the modified screening curve 

method (see Figure 22) [76]. 
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Figure 22: Modified screening curves with 200% renewables 

Within the modified screening curve, each MW is assessed within the load curve, 

and the model considers start costs but no economy of scale. Therefore, Figure 23 shows 

the LCOE sensitivity focusing on the size of the equipment with the simplified screening 

curve (ignoring start-up costs). The left chart shows the expected power generation costs 

for the costs provided in [74] (solid lines), and adds economy of scale effects by 

multiplying the capital costs, the fixed costs, and the variable costs with 1.2 and dividing 

the efficiency with 1.2 (dotted lines). The left chart shows the differential between the 

initial data (solid lines in Figure 23) and the applied economy of scale adjustments (dotted 

lines in Figure 23). 

 
Figure 23: Economy of scale sensitivity 

8.5 Time series aggregation 

One of the biggest single issues within multi-modal ESD is using MILP considering time 

series for whole years. Problems incorporating 8760 hours a year frequently result in 

multiple days or weeks of optimization runtime, and there is no guarantee that either open-

source or commercial solvers are able to find the optimal solution within a reasonable 

time. Therefore, using time series aggregation (TSA) is the biggest change (or at least 

hope) to find a solution within a reasonable time. 

The open-source package tsam already comes with some clustering algorithms: 

averaging, k-means, k-medoids, and hierarchical; added algorithms are: 7days, 5days, 

4days, 3days, 2days, 1days, affinity, birch, and spectral. The latter three are implemented 

through the Python package sklearn, while the others have been implemented by 

individual programming efforts. The method <x>day(s) incorporates the idea of 
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averaging the hourly values of x days per <y> months. Figure 24 shows the accuracy 

measured in mean absolute error (MAE) for the mentioned aggregation methods. 

 
Figure 24: MAE accuracy of TSA 

Table 20 shows how the days of the week are mapped to the representative days 

within a week. 

Table 20: TSA to day of the week mapping 

method Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

7days 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

5days 1 2 2 2 3 4 5 

4days 1 1 1 1 2 3 4 

3days 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 

2days 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 

1day 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
 

Within the used TSA package, all available algorithms are finally adjusted to fulfill 

the overall energy demand. Therefore, Figure 25 shows the impact on overall accuracy 

measured in mean absolute error (MAE), runtime (in logarithmic scale), and peak and 

base load of electricity (both in percent of real peak demand) for the assessed algorithms 

and different settings. 

 
Figure 25: Overall accuracy of TSA 
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9 Conclusion and further research 

The European Green Deal is one of the six priorities of the European Commission 

between 2019 and 2024 and aims to lead the EU into a sustainable and net-zero 

greenhouse gas emission society by the latest 2050. The Green Deal aims to change the 

European energy landscape from a predominantly linear and non-sustainable into a 

sustainable, fully integrated, and circular ecosystem. The most important principles are 

to electrify all end-use sectors as much as they can be electrified and use clean biofuels 

or e-fuels for the sectors that cannot be electrified economically or at all (such as heavy 

industry and long-distance transportation). 

Industrial energy demand makes about 1/3 of the total primary energy consumption 

within the European Union. Most of this energy demand is used in continuous (all year 

long) process applications (mainly heating). Therefore, it provides a unique opportunity 

to be linked with cities, municipalities, or other energy-demanding sectors such as 

healthcare to fulfill their heat (or cold) requirements. 

With the movement to more interconnected energy systems, the complexity of the 

energy systems is rising and, therefore, the need for cooperation. This broader call for 

cooperation comes hand in hand with the call for sharing assumptions and results from 

publicly funded projects to increase transparency in the use of money as well as in 

research methods and outcomes. This is one of the reasons why open-source energy 

system modeling is gaining momentum. Traditionally, energy planning started with 

planning for power as well as oil and gas infrastructure. Planning for power system 

infrastructure was done with reference cases where expected maximum and minimum 

demand as well as expected maximum and minimum contribution of variable renewable 

power generation was predicted. 

Starting with more and more powerful computers, the process industry started 

optimizing its energy landscape with powerful optimization models. This also was the 

start of operations research within the energy sector. Open-source energy system models 

nowadays are used jointly with openly available data. This push towards open science 

allows the verification of each other’s assumptions and results. This also helps to guide 

governments towards more transparent regulation regarding required decarbonization 

targets. Unfortunately, the available open-source energy system models are not able to 

assess security of supply accordingly, which is a must-have for the steadily increasing 

contribution of variable renewables. Unfortunately, variable renewables are not 

contributing during the dark dull. As a global large-scale storage is not economically 

available to deal with 48+ hours without a significant contribution of Solar PV and Wind, 
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the use of conventional technologies is most likely required at least within the decades to 

come. 

9.1 Conclusion 

As shown within paper P1, the available open-source energy system models are 

developed very intensively. The feature comparison shows that several models are able 

to compete head-on-head with commercial alternatives or are even ahead in developing 

some special features. The biggest disadvantage of the open-source packages is their 

somehow uncoordinated development and the missing graphical user interface. 

Sometimes also the quality of documentation and examples has room for improvement. 

Nevertheless, the assessed tools show their maturity compared with selected closed-

source alternatives, especially FINE, aristopy, Switch, TEMOA, OSeMOSYS, and 

pyPSA. 

The assessment of optimal renewable expansion within selected countries with 

varying renewable quality in paper P2 shows that their quality does not impact the optimal 

expansion path. In a scenario in which economics is the only driver for optimal RES 

expansion, the 'min. LCOE' path with a strong focus on Wind should be considered. If 

residential users are targeted to contribute as much as possible, the 'max. capacity' case 

with a Solar PV-Wind ratio of 0.65±0.35 should be selected. If the overall aim is to 

produce maximal excess electricity to be used in other sectors, the 'max. curtailment' or 

'max. zero load' cases should be considered where mainly Solar PV is the technology of 

choice. Therefore, more important is the overall (policy) goal. 

For appropriate consideration of the security of supply within the significant 

renewable expansion aims, paper P3 has shown that using RM as the only reliability 

constraint within optimization is not appropriate as a too high assumption on RM would 

increase the required conventional generation capacity unnecessarily and a too low 

assumption would risk reliable power supply. Using LOLH as the single metric for 

reliable power system planning, the EENS would grow with increasing RES contribution. 

This is the result due to the concept of LOLH as the amount of electricity not supplied is 

not part of the metric; only the hours of power undersupply are. On the other hand, a 

constant assumption of EENS is misleading, and the concept of EENS does not consider 

the number of hours the power service cannot be fulfilled. Therefore, the recommendation 

is to use LOLH and EENS simultaneously in a single optimization framework, as shown 

within this work. Variable renewables are key to decrease the carbon dioxide emissions 

within the power and overall energy system. However, they are not able to contribute to 

the security of supply during dark dull periods without a very large amount of energy 

storage, which are currently not economically and technologically feasible on a national 

or even continental scale. Therefore, the security of supply has to be reached by using 

conventional technologies (turbines or engines) firing environmentally friendly fuels 

(e.g., biomass, biogas, hydrogen, or other e-fuels). 

As shown in paper P4, several open-source frameworks exist and are enhanced with 

high speed. More coordination between universities and research agencies would make 

the open-source approach even more powerful. The ETH Zurich, for example, is 

developing a very powerful tool called City Energy Analyst (CEA), which even has a 

very promising web-based user interface. Another very promising approach is shown by 
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aristopy, where non-linear equations can be considered on a smart TSA feature borrowed 

from the makers of FINE. It has been designed to allow adding mathematical constraints 

with very limited programming knowledge. Unfortunately, it does not have a user 

interface yet. 

What most ESD studies do not consider accordingly is economy of scale. Economy 

of scale revers to the effect that an increase of size leads to a decrease in cost per energy 

unit and an increase of efficiency. They almost always assume that technology will be 

installed on a large enough scale so that the assumed cost will be suitable. Tools such as 

FINE are able to define the specific size of a technology option. It also allows the 

distinction between hardware and engineering costs. 

While open-source tools have disadvantages, the biggest advantage of open-source 

tools is that they are relatively easy to customize. This makes it also easy to create 

adjusted optimization procedures aiming to shorten the overall optimization time without 

losing accuracy, e.g.: 

• step 1: find optimal typical period configuration based on available input data, 

• step 2: find optimal system design, 

• step 3: find alternative near-optimal configurations (e.g., using integer cuts), 

• step 4: check all available system design regarding their fit to security of supply, 

• step 5: check the system design passing the security of supply assessment with 

alternative renewable and/or demand profiles, 

• finally, sort results based on considered KPI’s (e.g., annual costs, CO2 emissions, 

or security of supply). 

Table 21 shows the summary of the input data assessment. It shows that the 

expensive equipment needs special care as it is most impacted by its assumption. 

Table 21: Summary of most important parameters 

 Expensive 

equipment 

Low 

utilization 

Low 

conversion 

efficiency 

High 

O&M 

Mega- or 

Negawatt 

Financing cost X     

Investment cost X X    

Energy conversion efficiency   X   

Technology lifetime X     

Variable operating and 

maintenance cost 

  X X  

Utilization X     

Customer behavior     X 

Abbreviations: O&M – operation & maintenance; Negawatt – negative watt (behavioral change reducing energy usage). 

While TSA is a very powerful possibility to reduce the overall optimization time, 

its use should be assessed carefully. The algorithm Affinity might be a new candidate to 

support reducing the number of typical periods while having a significant lower MAE as 

the other assessed algorithms. Nevertheless, a too low number of representative periods 

end up in high MAE, too low peak demand, and too high base demand (see Figure 25 and 

Figure 26 for a TSA algorithm independent summary chart), which all in all has negative 

implications on the optimal technology selection. 
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Figure 26: Algorithm independent overall accuracy of TSA 

Assessing three to five years of varying renewable generation profiles is seen 

mandatory for a proper pre-feasibility study. While temperature impact on, e.g., power 

generation efficiency is an important detail to cover, pressure losses within pre-feasibility 

studies can be neglected. Especially for variable renewable integration, the typical periods 

have to consider as many periods as possible, and timesteps should not be longer than 

two hours. Naturally, the accuracy in operation has to be much higher as in long-term 

reflections where a lot of information are not known with certainty during the project 

planning phase. Non-linear technical details are not necessary for long-term 

considerations but might be valuable for technology dispatch considerations. 

9.2 Further research 

As indicated within the adjusted optimization procedure, the model to generate 

alternatives (MGA) approach can be very interesting to evaluate the solutions closest to 

the most economical one. This allows the assessment of the impact of technology 

alternatives within, e.g., 1% of optimal annuity, regarding additional performance 

indicators such as complexity or easiness of implementation in a brownfield environment. 

As industrial sites and municipalities might move closer through sector coupling, 

the future ESD tools have to be able to deal with peak demand charges and multi-year 

optimization to better sketch the transition path of the assessed energy system. Also, 

inertia and grid forming aspects through conventional generators (e.g., turbines and 

engines) as well as synthetic inertia through electronics should be considered in future 

models. 

While storage has been excluded in this work, future research might also consider 

different central and decentral storage options (e.g., batteries, thermal storage, or 

synthetic fuels) for hourly, daily, or seasonal shifts of energy. 

One of the biggest issues with open-source software ESD tools is the lack of a 

common graphical user interface (GUI). Having such an enhancement would add 

dramatic value for further dissemination. 
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